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Explosion of anger over new dorm site 
'By Jay Kumar 
UNH administrators took the 
heat for the controversial pro-
posed new housing facility at · 
. Wednesday night's open forum, 
when over 200 concerned stu- · 
dents, faculty and residents · 
voiced opposition to the pro-
posed sire and lack of input into 
the selection process. 
As a result of the tumultuous 
two hour meeting in the 1925 
Room of the Elliot Alumni 
Center,, Dean of Students J. 
Gregg Sanborn said there would · 
btr another open forum to dis- • 
cuss the findings of the feasi -
bility study. 
"We will not proceed further 
until we have follow-up discus-
sions," said Sanborn. · 
He also said the administra-
tion will be meeting soon with · 
the dean and department heads 
of the Life Science & Agriculture 
College, which has a large stake 
in the area. _ 
UNH President Gordon Haa-
land was not present at the 
forum. Sanborn said he was in 
· Washington, D.C. at a confer-
ence. 
The controversy-stems from 
the administrative decis.,Lon to 
build a new housing facility 
somewhere within · a 25-acre 
parcel of land behind parking , 
lot A. 
Sanborn said planning for the 
facility is in the preliminary 
stages, with final plans due to . 
the trustees in Jan. 1989. 
fn addition, students and 
faculty from the LS&A ( ollege, 
equestrian programs, and others 
that use the area were v ,cal in 
the question-and-answ,_r ses-
sion of the forum. There were 
several heated exchanges during 
the night. 
Director of Campus Planning 
Victor Azzi said the architects' 
feasibility study on the site is 
due either at the end of this week 
or early next week. 
He estimated four to five 
acres of the area for the building, 
with two to three acres for 
parking. He said the complex 
might consist of400 apartments 
and 200 suites. 
Henry Powers, a Stratham 
resident, told the crowd that he 
had talked to five trustees, 
including the chairman, about 
the situation. He said they were 
"ashamed and appalled," and _· 
that they would take the prop-
osal "back to the table" on Oct. 
15. 
William Condon, chairperson 
of the animal science depart-
'ment, said he sent two letters 
to the administration over the 
summer in order to voice con-
cerns over the!-propo~ed sites. 
Stuaents and faculty are up 
in arms because of what they 
feel is a lack of input into the 
decision to pick the site from 
a list of seven proposed sites. 
He said he received no re-
sponse to the letters, and then 
was told at the end of the 
summer that the project wa~ 
still in the preliminary stages. 
He said not a single member of 
his department was talked to 
by any administrator before the 
Scott Williams made a point in front ~f -~ -solemn-looking Victor Azzi, director of campus 
pl~nning. (Alex Boros photo) '· The administration brought 
their formal proposal on the site 
near the old town reservoir to 
the trustees on Sept. 14'. The 
board of trustees approved $18 
million for the 600-bea proj~ct, 
which is scheduled to be com-
plett;d_ in the fall of 1990: ' 
,proposal was presented to the 
trustees. 
Student Senate Speaker Den-' 
nis O'Connell told the crowd 
that both Haaland and Azzi had 
promis~d student involvement ress of grievances. You're mak-
in the selection process, but they ing this an authoritarian uni-
never followed through on it. versiti ' '. . . 
O'Connell, who is also a Jariet Briggs, head of the 
member of the board of trustees, equestrian program, said the 
said Azzi assured him in Sep- area was a cross-country eques-
tember that the site would have trian course and the site of a 
minimal impact on the _area, so major competition held twice , 
he and the other trustees voted ayear. . -
for the formal proposal. He said "I feel that this area is going 
the trustees were shocked when to be v,e,[.y, very difficult to 
they became aware of the Stu- move," 'slie said. 
dent a.rid faculty anger about the The stable houses 40 horses 
project. and would be directly across 
Briggs said nobody from the . 
administration talked to her this 
summer. ''I've never met Mr. 
Azz-i before," she said. 
Bob Blanchard, associate dean 
of LS&A, summed up much of 
the angry crowd's feelings when 
he said, "It's unfortunate that 
this forum didn't · o~cur last 
spring." 
-:After the forum, senior Mi-
chael McSheehan, w bo was a 
member of two committees on 
the proposed housing, discussed 
''I'm just here looking for from th€ proposed facility, she 
answers," he said. said. The area is also used for ANGER, page 7 
Professor Richard Blakemore classes. 
Dean of Student .. ..... Lau•" J. Gregg Sanborn addressed a hostile 
crowd at the forum held last Wednesday night. (photo by Alex 
Boros) 
of microbiology said, "I think 
. the bottom line is ... you have 
chosen a site that is irrespon-
sible. 
He a_dded, "If the university 
can't find another site.,.you have 
to give up the idea that it can 
build a 600-bed facility for 
housing." 
UNH sophomore Randy Spar-
tichino said UNH is "setting 
a hypocritical precedent by 
teaching us democracy and not 
practicing it ... We have no red- . 
Diseases traced to needles 
( 
By John Robert with needles run the risk of / over a long period of time, there . 
UNH students with diabetes · becoming infected, Dr. Ramdev, ·is st'ill a chance for infection. 
could be putting their fellow · head of the emergency w:;i.rd at Many campus diabetics are 
students in danger of catching Wentworth-Douglass hospital uneducated about the proper 
AIDS and hepatitis because they in Dover. _ procedures for the disposal of 
are unaware of the proper "The two major infectious their needles. 
disposal techniques of their diseases the medical community "I was never presented wi,th 
hypodermic_ needles. is looking at which can be caught anything about special disposal 
Improperly disposed of nee- ' by a used needle are AIDS and techniques for hypodermics," 
dies could contain infected body hepatitis," said Ramdev. Senior Tom Witmer said. 
fluids from the diabetic, and . According to ~amdev, even NEEDLES, page 5 
pe~s9-ns who come in. contact ,. 1f .the qeed.les &q1y ~1:1 ~ dumpster 
UNH Flasher , is 
caught in the act 
By Curtis Graves 
After a brief chase shortly 
after 8:00 p.m., UNH police 
captured a student who ·exposed 
himself to several Randall wom-
en Tuesday night. 
The man, who was identified 
by the Portsmouth Herald as 
Shawn~- Hayward, 21, of Lon-
donderry, pleaded guilty at his 
arraignment on Wednesday, and 
awaits sentencing. He was re-
leased on personal recognizance. 
In ~n emoti9n?lly-charged 
forum on Thursday night, sev-
eral Randall Hall women who 
were victimized by the flasher 
told The New Hampshire their 
story. All of the women asked 
to rem!}in anonymous in order 
to preserve their personal 
safety. _ 
Twas talking on the phone 
the first time, and I see this huge 
guy comi,ng toward me," one , 
woman recalled. "He gets closer 
and closer and I realize his 
zipper was down and his thing 
was hanging out." ' 
The woman described the 
man as very tall and very broad. 
"He was pretty rude," she 
said, "very tall and husky. He 
could have been an out-of-shape 
football player," she said. 
"He had on pants and a 
sweater," she said. "He was j:ust 
walking straight ahead like he 
was out to conquer." 
"After he walked by, he took_ 
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Chance to decide· what to be whe·n yt)q grow up 
By Sarah Minnoch rant, but you ml!st manage the 
business also," said Trudy Ma-
Career ~ecruiters ranging rotta, corporate college relations 
from IBM to the IRS met in the representative of Marriot. 
Granite State Room of the MUB Marriot tends to favor hotel 
Tuesday to present their oppor- n:iajors because the business has 
mnities to interested students. been "dr.illed into students' 
Career -Planning and J?rlace- heads for four years," and they 
ment sponsored the first-of-its- realize that "it's not a 9 to 5, 
kind event which was attended Monday through Friday job;'' 
by 1,031 students. - said Marotta. 
"At this fair, we are partic- The willingness to relocate 
ularly marketing to underclass- is desirable as well to Marriott 
men," said Candace Schuller, because; "move is promotion; 
fair coordinator. "At first they move is growth," according 
were overwhelmed but then got toMarotta. 
a feel for what the real _world A person who is "self-
will be like." · motivating" is what IBM looks 
Representatives answered for, . according to Bob Pope, 
questions, distributed brochures, administration operations man-
and displayed pictures to aid ager at the Bedford, N.H. office. 
· students who are confused about Pope also mentioned that 
the job search process. . well-roundedness is considered. 
Scott Ky.le, employment man- Someone who was involved in 
ager for Wang, emphasized school activities and/ or -had a 
good communication skills.as job during college is considered 
a necessity for administrative a better candidate than a person 
positions, while the'\more tech- with a 4.0 GP A who cannot 
nical careers are based more on communicate well and wasn't 
the academic record. involved. 
The job fair held interesting prospectives for students. (Emily Keleman photo) 
Although Wang looks ·prim- I>hil Sullivan, collection man-
arily for finance people, respre- · ager for the IRS office in Ports-
sentative Judy Piover.:ical said, Jl}Outh, N.f:I., said that it has 
"We do hire other degree po- been difficult to find people to 
·sitions." · work for the IRS because of its 
· According to Kyle, Wang low starting salary. On average, 
usually looks for a 3.0 GPA or a revenue agent or officer starts 
living in va~ious areas of the 
country. 
Accounting or business ma-
jors are specifically sought for 
forauditor positions while lib-
eral arts majors may fit into the 
overall program, especially col-
lections, said Sullivan. 
"salaries are increasing" in 
nursing. "We want to update 
the image of nursing," she said. 
ar.e women, Lahti feels that as 
wiges increase sb will men's 
involvement in nursing. "It is 
still a wo~en' s profession," she 
said. 
~above but takes into consider- at $19,000 per year anywhere 
· ation whether or not a student in the country. He said there 
worked during college. "That are a . number of proposals 
would make us mediate whether -before Congress to create a 
to hire." sliding pay scale so the income 
"Comm~nications is impor- is equivalent to the standard of 
Janice Lahti, associate director 
of nurses from Exeter Hospital 
and a recent graduate of UNH's 
_nursing program, said that 
She focused on nurses' gener-
al desire to make a contribution 
to society and feel immediate 
satis{action in what they do. 
However, women now have 
many more professional choices, 
so the industry is dealing with 
a lot 9f competition. 
The objective of the day was 
to give st_.!:!.dents the opportunity 
to speak with various kinds of 
professionals to get a feel for 
what the "real world" is all-
CAREER, page -5 
While 95 percent of nur$eS 
) 
NEWS IN. BRIEF 
New pu·sh for Contr~-
Aid a possibility 
\ 
· The White House is considering asking Congress 
for a rapid release of$ 16.5 million in stockpiled 
weapons to the rebels in Nicaragq.a; Presidential 
Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said this week. 
"We are analyzing that possibility," Fitzwater_ 
told reporters at his daily briefing. "A final decision 
has not been made at this point." 
Congressional leaders have said prospects for 
renewing military aid are relative'ly poor. Most 
legislators are seeking to adjourn for the year ne_xt 
week so that they may campaign for reelection. 
Last Feb. 3, Congress rejected the administration's 
request for military a-id. The formal cutoff of weapons 
deliveries to the Contras occurred Feb. 29. 
About $16.5 million in military equipment has 
been stockpiled in Honduras. The weaponry was 
purchased with earlier US aid, but its delivery was 
frozen because of a cease-fire between the Contras 
and Nicaragua's Sandinista government. · · 
The White House move is in response to the 
unacceptable amounts of Soviet aid being recieved 
by the Sandinistas. An additional reason for the 
proposed renewal of military aid, the administration 
maintains, is that the Nicaraguan g9vernment has 
violated the peace accords with the US-backed Contra -
forces. -
CIA settl~s suit 
The government has tentativ_ely settled a lawsuit 
charging that the CIA used nine Canadians as human 
guinea pigs in mind-control research that_ included . 
heavy· doses of LSD, lawyers in the. case said 
Wednesday. The tentative out-of-court settlernent, 
negotiated_by attorneys for the Canadians and the 
Justice ~Department, was announced on the eve of 
trial at a hearing before US District Judge John 
Garrett Penn, who has presided over the case for 
eight years., 
· R~asons for -abortion 
American women resort to abortions because 
they cannot afford having a baby' or cope with raising 
one due to school, a job or other responsibilities, · 
· said reports rdeased Wednesday of a survey of 11,900 
women who had abortions in 1987 and 1988. 
· The studies, published in the professional journal 
· "Family Planning Prospectives," list reasons ~omen 
. gave for having abortions in hospitals, doctor's 
offices, and clinics across the country. 
Nearly a third of all abortions in 1987 were 
obtained by students and more than six in 10 by 
working women, the studies said, adding that "70 
percent of women having abortions said they intend 
to have children in the future." 
Aida Torres and Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, who 
are analysts with the Alan Guttmadier Institute, 
said in the report "Why Do Women Have 
Abortions?" that: 
"Three-quarters said that having a baby would 
interfere with work, school or other responsibilities; 
about two-thirds said-they could not· afford to have 
a child; and half said they did not want to be a single 
parent or had relationship problems. 
"Of women who had an abortion at 16 or more 
weeks' gestation, 71 percent attributed their delay 
to not having realized they were pregnant qr not 
having known soon enough the actual gestation 
of their pregnancy," the report said. 
. Judge orders Princeton 
. men's club$ eat alone 
An appeals court this week reversed a state order 
that Princeton University's two remaining all-male 
eating clubs admit women, ruling that a procedural 
error several years ago denied the clubs a fair hearing. 
A three-judge panel of the appellate· Division of 
Superior Court ruled tl)at .the clubs were entitled 
to_a hearing before an administrative la-w judge 
in 1985, before a determination was made that they 
.Jell un?er New Jersey antidiscrimination laws. 
Hostage-is released 
Mithileshwar Singh, an Indian .hostage with US 
residency status, was released Tuesday after 20 
months of captivity in Lebanon. Singh said that 
the three American hostages that were held with 
him were "OK." He also said that he had recieved 
better treatment than he had expected while being 
· held by the Islamic Jihad, a pro-Iranian group. 
Singh, 60, a business professor..,at Beirut Uni-
- versity, and Americans Alan Steen, 49, Robert 
Polhill, 53, and Jesse Turner, 40, were kiqnapped 
in January 1987 fro.er the campus where they had 
taught. 
Singh was released by his abductors to the Syrian 
Minister of State and Foreign Affairs, Nasir Qaddur. 
Qaddur said Syria, an ally of Iran, would continue 
to seek the freedom of hostages in Lebanon. Most 
are believed. to ·be· held by the pro-Iranian Party 
of God. 
There are nine Americans and at least five • other 
Westerners missing and believed kidnapped in · 
Lebanon. 
Pi!)ochet rejected 
Augusto Pinochet, head of Chile's milita~y 
government, was defeated .in a referendum Wed- _ 
nesday ending the president's 15-year reign. The 
referendum clears the way for democratic elections 
next year. Pinochet, who -seized power from·Savador 
AJlende, a Marxist who won the last presidential 
election in 1970, ih a CIA backed coup in 1973 will 
remain in power until 1990 as mandated by the 
Chilean Constitution. 
Th~ "yes" or "no." vote was· a decision_ to see if 
Pinochet and the military would rule Chile until 
1997 .. A majority of C1!ileans, 5 3.3 percent, voted 
"no"; signifying that Pinochet's bid for: ahother 
eight-year term should be rejected and democratic 
elections implemented. Forty-four percent of the 
voters voted "yes" to Pinoche_!' s proposed eight-:-
year extention of military rule. -
Opposition leaders want the presidential ballot 
moved up from the Dec. 1989 date. The m.ilita~y 
leadership made no immediate comment on the 
proposal but has ref~sed such requests before . 
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UNH Greek voice 
grows in Senate 
'Members of the Durham-UNH. Advisory Committee discussed housing complex plans. (Sharon 
Donovan photo) . 
Town. examines student life 
By Pamela DeKoning 
A committee to explore Dur-
ham's unrelated person's ordi-
nance was established at Tues-
day night's Durham/UNH 
Advisory C01pmittee meeting. 
Student Body President Mike 
Rose and Students For The 
U_niversity Co-Chair Tim Silk 
brought the ordinance to the 
town's attention on the basis 
of discrimination against stu-
dents, according to Silk. 
The unrelated person's or-
dinan.<::e prohibits more than 
three unrelated persons from 
living _ together in certain resi-
, dential areas of Durham, said 
Silk. 
' Silk and Rose will both serve 
· on the committee, which is 
designed to "look into the 
ordinance to find a common 
ground and make it'fair," said 
Silk. 
- Two representatives from the 
town government, two from the 
u-niversity, and two to·wn res:_ 
idents will be represented on Students Affairs J. Gregg San-
the committee. born hopes will ease the number 
The committee -will explore of students-that will have to live 
absentee landlords, ._ parking, _ off campus, he said. 
student vs. community lifestyles, "Regardless of the number 
noise, and safety codes to decide of -students allowed to live on 
if and how the ordinance needs campus, "ihere will still be a 
to be adjusted, accorcling to Silk. reasonably heavy derriand to live 
Politi.cal Science Professor within the town of Durham," 
. Wendell Brown argued against Sanborn said: 
changing the ordinance. While According to Sanborn, new 
he said he understood student dorms would reduce the number 
e-oncern·s and difficulties in of students living _in surround-
finding affordable h'ousing in ing towns. 
Durham, he said, "I wouldn't Unrelated issues also ,ad-
- exp_ect'to h1ove•into a dormitory dressed at the meeting were: 
and have the students -conform the UNH-Durham police de-
to my standard of living." partments and collecti,;ve fir~ 
Brown cited an added number department, parking, Durh,am, 
of cars as· a safety problem to town water, community stand-
children, and expressed concern ards, arid the downtown busi-
over exposing neighborhood ness district. · 
children to college lifestyles. The advisory board will meet · 
. "We (students and townspeo- again on December ·6 to further 
ple) don't have to have to live discuss these issues. Both the 
together to coexist," Brown said. · university and the town are 
The University plans to build working independently oh these 
new ,housing, _w ~ich Dean of topics. . 
· BrotherPeace looks at rap~ . 
By Pamela DeKoning 
, .Rape, assault and violence-
-unple~sant subjects often at-
tribu_ted to, but not admitted to, 
bv men. _ 
- The seven sexual assaults that 
have been reported on campus 
this semester involved acquain-
tances. The women knew their 
attackers. Several of the seven 
incidents als.o involved victims 
who were completely passed out 
from alcohol consumption, ac-
cording to Eve Goodmon, Sexual 
Harrassment and Rape Prev-
ention Program (SHARPP) 
coordinator. 
"In cases involving a victim 
that is passed out, it is automat-
ically rape. Cases of this type 
.ire particularly disgusting," she 
said, adding, "The victim is _ 
- unable to give any consent. Men 
· cJon't need to hear a no, they 
need to hear a yes." 
Every se~ual assault incident 
this semester involved a party 
atmosphere and 95 percent were 
alcohol-related, according to 
Goodmon. · 
These statistics are part of 
i:he reasoning behind the new 
Greek social policy, Goodmon 
said. The new social policies 
restrict party atmospheres and 
allow for _ administrative super-
vision, she said. · 
· "We' re trying to impose some 
regulations that will curb alco-
hol abuse and serving to mi-
norst Goodmon said: ""~ 
While these circumstances 
are not unusual locally o·r na- _ 
tionally, according to Goodmon, 
st'udent perception of rape 
contradicts this common sce-
nario. 
Most people still perceive 
rape as a stran,ger attackii-ig. 
from out of the bushes. This is 
hardly ever the case, Go_odmon 
said. 
_ Women are not the only ones 
who are hurt from rape. Men 
can be victims of violent crimes 
as well. There are cases affecting 
men through girlfriends, ·sisters, 
friends, _~others and violent 
counterpa(ts. 
Wom~111.frequently: speak out . 
against viq}ence against their 
gender. Students Randy Spar-
tichino, Jonathan Garthwaite, 
and Andrew Gamble are organ-
izing UNH' s own version of the 
international orginization Bro-
.ther Peac~, to encourage men 
to speak out against thei,r vi-
olence. BrotherPeace is· a world 
peace group aimed at ending 
violence, Spar~ichino sai& 
While women are tradition-
ally looked on as the victims of 
trauma, men are also left to face 
the effects of violence against 
one another, as well as the· scars 
violence leaves within an at-
tacker. 
-UNH's Brotherl>eace group 
hopes to bring the campus 
together in a speakout against 
men's violence next Friday at 
12:30 at Thompson Hall. A 
candlelight v.tgil will follow at 
7 :00. The vigil will ·oegin and 
end on Thompon Hall lawn. 
The candlelight march is en-
titled 'give back the night'-said 
Spartie::h"ino. . , 
Support-from the Progressive 
Student Network (PSN), the 
Greek system, President Gordon 
Haaland, Greek Coordinator 
Mike Sciola and Goodmon has 
encouraged -BrotherPeace's 
cause in denouncing men's 
violence, according to event 
sponsor Randy Spartichiho. 
While many speakers are 
scheduled, the speakout is de-
signed to encourage men to 
speak out against men's vio-
lence. All speakers · will be 
welcomed, Spartichino said. 
"We won't discourage women 
to speak, but we are encouraging 
men to," he·said. 
Faculty members, area district 
attorneys, and_ stude.nts are 
scheduled to speak, Spartichino 
said. IFC President Da·n Fasci-
. ano and Greek Coordinator 
Mike Sciola .are among the 
speakers. ,, 
Speakers will address various 
BROTHERPEACE, page 5 
By Susan Flynn According to Sim.QJons, the 
Peter Simmons and Julie -five Greek senators will now 
Haggerty were elected Wednes- be resposible for representing , 
c!_ay to the student senate to . three greek houses ~ach. · 
bring a total of seven represen- Haggerty stressed that it is 
tatives from the 21 Greek important for -Greeks to have _ 
houses on campus.: a better understanding with the 
Accordipg t9 Senate Parlia- entire student body. 
memarian Dan Fasciano, Sim- "I think that i_s where a lot 
mons received 64 votes and - of the ba4 st'ereotypes abo}lt 
Haggerty received 54 votes out Greeks comes-from: a lack of 
of 166 people _ who turned out communication," Haggerty said. 
to vote. "And I want to change that." 
"I was happy with the number Steve Roderick, executive 
of people who voted because," offo::er of the senate, said he 
Fasciano said, "there was only thinks the addition of three_ 
one voting place, in the MUB. -greek senators is unfair. 
Haggerty, a _ senior, is an "The percentage of Greeks 
Alpha Xi Delta sister who has within the senate is higher than 
run unsuccessfully three times the percentage of Greeks on ' 
for the senate. campus;'' Roderick said. _ 
'Tm really _ excited I was According to Roderick, the 
elected," Haggerty said. "I think · five greek senators were not 
I can do a great job representing doing their job properly, and . 
Greeks on campus." therefore it appeared there was 
Simmons, also a. senior, is a a need fo:r greater representa-
p K A _ b r o t h e r a n d c o - tion. 
'chairperson of the commuter "It's not that we neea more 
and campus transit authority · senators," Roderick said. "We 
committee in the senate. need them to supply more 
'Tm looking forward to play- information to the greek 
ing an active role in the.Greek houses." · · 
system,"Simmons said. Simmons believes that 
· Both Simmons and Haggerty Gr.eeks supply the university 
agree there is a need for greater with many positive contribu-
representation from the Greeks tions. · · 
in the senate. · 'Tm proud to be Greek," 
"There are a lot of problems Simmons said. "I don't believe 
because there is a lack of com- in a lot of those ster_otypes. 
munication between the Greeks Greeks are act'ive people and_ 
and the administration," SiIIl- a benefit to the university." 
ri-10ns said. 
· .1:"eter Simmons, one ot the two new Greek senators. (photo 
by Emily Keleman) -
Baby calf missing 
·. fro_m Dairy Barn 
By Susan Flynn Hercules," Dennison said. 
Supervisor Paul Dennison is Public S.afety_ will be taking 
baffled about why anyone would a closer eye on the .dairy barn. 
steal a three-day-old, '35-pound But, because the barn will be 
calf from the UNH dairy barn moving to a new· location, it 
Saturday night. · would be foolish to put extra 
"I _ cannot imagine why money into the building for 
anyone would steal her," Den- security reasons. ~ 
nison said. "If it was sold for A young calf was stolen -from 
beef it wouln't sell for more than , -the barn· at about the same ITme 
$30, and we have the papers so last y~ar, and Dennison sees a 
the calf could never be registered possible c Jnnection. 
as a pure bred." - "It seems kind of funny, 
Dennison said that someone doesn't it?" asked Dennison. 
could have easily picked up the Dennison said a calf is usually 
calfandputitinthebackoftheir· wearied from the mother ~t 
ca~:You wo1,1ldo't have to be CALF, page 9 . 
! ' 
I . 
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Do you thinkJhe gQvernment should be given the pOwer to interfere 
with-a woman's -decision to .have an abortion? · 
• • 
• • • ,, 
I 
ttNo, I don't ,think they should. 
I think it should be a women's 
right because she will know what 




two, I don't. I think the choice . 
is up to the woman alone. It is 
her body and she knows best 
what to do with it. I think it is 
\ -





HNo, because this country is 
·basedon freedom of choice." Any 
person being a man or woman . _ 
should be given the right to 




"The government bas· no right 
at all to interfere with a wom-
an's decision. I'm definitely pro-
choice on the matter. · The con-
stitution protects that right:" 
Nancy Mulford 
. Graduate Student 
English/Creative Writing 
THIS ·COULD BE YOU ... 
·· ······ •.',: :.-: .. 
·•:• ' ....... · .. : . ·. ::· .. •:,: ............... .. : 
·····: ···. •::·. :-:•:;,·•:•:/-· 
··:~-~--.-:;..... . . 
. :Jt~}t{:~.\.·.~----~-· ... : 
't .. 'in Scope in welcoming 
,.
1
w::;ww:&~MMYCLlff to UNH !! .. 
','.•:·~---:--. . ..... ............... ..-.:::.-::.-:•.. _) 
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Catholics react to day:-aft~r pill CAtB1'1DAR 
I • •\a . 
By ,Ishi -Niyama Burdett administer-ed. "I think that is · been tested thoroughly arjd it's 
Althoug_!i the morning-after one of the things she_ ( the not really something to be 
pill, Ovral, technically does not ', woman)_ has to_ deal with her- fooled around with." _ : 
abort a fetus, many feel that this - self," _Tulloh said. , , Randy _Spartichino, a sopho'-
does not make a difference when Sister Nadine of the Saint more, said "As long as there is-
the issue of human life is Thomas More parish in Dur- a real, mature_ consideration 
concerned. ham believes that it is a matter involved, I think that it's as 
Opinions oh the pill vary · of choice.-"_'! believe very strong-· acceptable as any other method 
among Catholics. However, the ly in human rights," she said. of contraception." _ 
majority agree_ that the pill _ "A person-would have to be 
should notbe used.- ·- )· very conscious of their motiva- Joseph Russo, ·a Carholic' 
Father Daniel Le.mothe of tion. An individual decision freshman, SCands st rongly 
Safot Joseph's Rectory in Dover should be pased on a true stm:ly againSt the pill except -when it 
is not in favor of the pill. ·~we and prayer 9-iscernment as to involves r·ap·e or inceS t . 'T d 
would -consider it immoral be- what ·God is asking of that cond0ne the pill in cases of rape 
· f h - , - - . or :incest, for those are sins in cause although the etus asn t · person ... moral decision making 
b d 1 h ·11 · · h" h ' themselves, but since the Ca-egun to - eve o_p, t e p1 is is somet rng -t ar as a country tholic Church believes a soul is 
attacking" .the fertilized egg. and as a culture should concern 
Otherwise the egg would still a lot of conscientious thought born at the moment of -concep~ 
h h · 1 w d · ,, ·d S tiort, how could any Catholic 
ave t e potentia to grow. e an p_rayrng; -sa_1 ister Na- accept this alternative? It should 
( the church) are not permitted dine. 
to .attack the fertilized egg," he Molly Brown; a sophomore, be a means of destroying a sin, 
said. . -said she was strongly opposed n9t a means of creating one." 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7 
WRl!ERS CONFERENCE - I_nformatio~ _and registra~ion _ 
Engl!sh Dept., 862-B 13: O_pe-n to the pul:>hc. Reg1strat1on: 
Outside Room 110 Murkland 3 p.m. . _ _ 
WOMEN'-S ·CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Ma,ipe. Fi~Id House, 
3:30 p.m. . · _ . · - _ _ 
N~ INTERN1TION~L SEMINAR- "Mar-tha D. _Huggins, 
U rnon College. Alumni Center. 4 p.m. _ _ - . 
UNH -THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTION _.-,-; ·;'No, No, 
. Nanette." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8·_p.m. · · · 
/ 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER8 
FIELD HOCKEY -ys . Connett:irnt. New Hampshire Hall. 
1 p.m. · _ _ · - - _ · 
UNH THEATER &DANCE PROI)UCTION ~ "·No, No 
- Nanette.'' Paul Arts. Johnson Theater. 8 p.m. -
-SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Father Lemothe also com- to the pill, even in the case of. An anonymous Catholic fe- · 
mented on the issue of pre- rape. "If a man grabbed my arm male fres-hman agrees. "I think 
SEACOAST NEW HAMPSHIRE M·usic TEA,CHERS 
ASSOCIATION (NHMTA) ~Meeting.Bratton Recital Hall, 
Paul aRts, 2:30 p.m. · , _ _ · 
sexual birth control, since Ovral on the street and grabbed that .it's an immoral act because I 
is .also ·us~d as such with some of a young child and told me to believe ·a fertilized egg is the 
women. "There is a big differ- . be responsible for that child for beginning of a human and no 
ence between. pre-sexua-1 and nine months or else he'd kill it, matter what point at which you 
post-sexual birth co11trol," he I would protect that life for that kill it, it's' an abortion in. iny 
said. _ term. I only approve of termi- _ mind. In a case like rape, the 
"The present teaching of the nating a pregnancy in the case baby should be aborted because 
. Holy Father states that birth of a medical difficulty," she saiq. otherwise it will just grow up 
control is not acceptable ... ho- Although Brown _is a 'chris··_ in a world of hate". 
wever many bishops throughout tened Catholic, · she said ·her -
the co.untry realize there are opinions are not based on her There are those who took a 
Catholic people who use birth religion, but her· own moral" sep<l,rate stand. A female sopho-
-control, and they feel that if it beliefs. She is not a practicing more sa,id "I am Catholic, but 
is used without selfishness and Catholic. ~ · I don't see anything wrorig with 
with good reason and con-· Jonathon Garthwaite, a jun- it lthe pill). I feel i-r's a matter 
science, pe9ple may still be ior, mistrusts the pill since its of choice." 
within good graces of the morning-after 11se is not ap- Johanna Topitzer, a junior, 
church." ___ · _ , proved by ·the Food and Drug said "I think it's a fine way to 
, Dr. Kathleen Tulloh of UNH Administration. "Since it's not counteract something you don't 
Medical Services said -that a _ an approved, investigated .me- want to occur. It's up to the 
woman's religion is not ques- thod, it doesn't seem reasonable. woman (and the man if he-is 
tione~ when the pill is being My impression is that it hasn't concerned)". 
__ -•_~-"-·.i_~-, _____ BROTHERPEACE __ ~ ___ x _ ·~~"-
< continued from page 3) 
forms ot violence including surrounds rape. not used to being away from 
rape, domestic violence against As students address violence home with no restrictions,'·' she 
. ,women and children, and assault problems1 so will the adminis- said. _ 
-ag:3-inst :;~ch other, Spartichino fration, Goodmon said. She said Secondly, -as women mature, 
said. . · · she is war.king with the Greek they are less ·vulnerable, said 
"BrotherPeace is a lowest system to make them aware of Goodmon. 
common denominator between the_sexual ·assault problem that' "Ther~ is a .big diffe-~ence _in 
all of the students," sa.id Spar- accompanies party at mos- maturity between 18 ·and 20," 
tichino, adding, "Men's violence pheres. she said. 
is something that affects all -of "Greek houses are generally All incidents reported to the 
us. It's something we should all supportive when an,,, incident university through SHARRP, 
be speaking (out) against." · occurs. As long as the~ house is health services, or the university 
The speak out is ·intended as cooperative," it _is the individual · police are completely confiden-
more than a protest, "It is -a that is held -responsible," Goo.cl- rial, Goodmon said. 
celebration as much <1.s a protest. mon said. She is · concerned · that no 
It's to support the mep who are - Freshmen are the victims in - inc'idents have been reported 
willing to come out and work _ the majority of sexual assault · since statistics on sexual assault.-
for these changes," he said. ca_ses, acc9rding to Goodmon. were released in. the middle -of 
Goodmon_ com.mended J3ro- She said this is based on t_wo September. She· stressed that, 
therPeace as a necesary event _ factors; _ '.'All informati9n is kept in the 
that will make students morf ·, First, "New students feel they .strictest confidence. We keep -
aware of the violence that have to drink to fit in and are and release only basic statistics." 
. _,,_ ·• . ' ' 
----------NEEDLES 
-Ac~ording to Medical Diiec~ · 
tor Peter Patterson at UNH 
Health Services, there are two 
. ' 
-(continued from page_ 1) 
all the time,_" Lavoie said. "I've needles, unt.il they are properly 
seen peopl,~ sift through those _ incinerated. · 
_ dumpsters. _ - "Anyone who uses a hypoder-
- The practice of throwing used mic needle for anything, contact 
MUSO FILM - "Count of Monte Cristo." Stnfford Room 
MUB, 7 and 9-:30 p.m. students $1, general ·$2. " 
TALK - -"Fundamental Human Survival in the Nuclear 
Age. "Dr. Chades Hyder. · l:fillsborough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, 
7 p.m. _ · - · _ 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10 
TRADITION.AL JAZZ s·ERIES ~ Benny°Carter Quintet, · 
featuring.James Williams Strafford Room, MUB,8 -p.m., 
students f-3, general $5. Tickets at door, or call 862-2290 . 
for reseryations. · _ , _ 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11 
WOMEN'.-8 SOCCER_;_ vs. Connecticut, FieldHouse, 3p~m. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - "Nutrition: A Young · 
Science," Anthony Tagliaferro, associate professor of animal 
and nutritional s<}ences. Alumni Ceriter, 7: 30 _p.m. _ _ , 
----FLJ,\.SHER----
_ .'f. ,_ (~ontinued from p~g~ 1) 
a left into Hitchcock," she said. she said. 
"Another girl said 'the. flasher The ,woman al~o said that the 
just went by,' so we called th~ man was led out of Randall in 
,. cops." · his partially undorhed state. 
4t that point, another woman "He was handcuffed and the 
coqtinued the story. police didn't want to zip ·up his -
"After h_e went by her, he fly for him," she said. 
came back,'' .she Sa-id. "I was Another Randall Hall resi-
talking on the phone and I dent said she heard that the man: 
turned around and he's.walking claimed he had four .accomplices 
toward me. He came straight . as he was be'ir:ig led away; She 
up behind me. . . . · stress,ed that this is only a 
"I heard _ running coming , tumor, however. _ · 
down the hall and then I heard All of the women who spok~ 
someone getting thrown against · to '[he New -Hampshire said 
the wall and people saying, they _believe that this individual 
'you're under arrest.' _ ~ i~ no_t the Fairchild flasher. He 
"I told him I wanted to spit did not look like the µian whose 
in his face,'' she said. "He was t;omposite picture was recently -
_totally in a daze." · in The New Hampshire;and he 
Other witnesses agreed with was· much bigger than the man 
the woman on her assessment;. described in another flasher 
· of.the flas.her-'s state of mind. artide. _ 
H~ appeared as if he were Durham Police Captain Mi- _ 
unaware of his surroundings or chael S: Golding said his depart-
what he was doing. · ment is still investigating all 
One woman said that the man the recent unsolved cases of 
. argued with the police, as if he indecerit exposure in Durham 
had done nothing wrong. · in an effort to determine wheth-
'1He said, 'What? What did er the incidents are related. 
· I do?' and .his zipper w~c; <low-n1" 
----CAREER _____ _ _ acceptabl~ ways of discarding 
hy_podermks. One involves 
wrappipg the used neeqles in 
plastic, putting_ them in a box, 
and burying them in a landfill. 
. needles into the dumpster could health services," Patterson said. (continued from page 2) 
also ·pose hazar_ds to the sani- · "We will educate .people on 
The other method involves 
packing the used needles in ·a 
heavily_ corrugated cardboard 
box and then inci~erating. _ 
"I th-ro·w it ih the tr-ash and 
it enqs up in the dumpster," said 
another diabetic, who wish~d 
to remain anonymous. · 
Accordfog to Ron Lavoie, 
who works for UNH grounds 
and roads, students are at risk 
. whenever they have to be at the 
dumpster for any reason . . _ 
"Students are looking for 
- things they l<_>st in the ·garbage · 
ta:tion workers. . - proper disposal techniques and about, according to Candace only 60 tables, said Schuller. 
"Impro:perly _disposed med- make boxes availab-le to pur- Schuller, fair coordinator. Recruiters completed evalua-
ical waste could certainly be a chase. Fifty-eight tables w~re set up tion sheets, w_hile studen_ts 
bl "L · ·d "Y 1 h · h · representing recruiters such as randomly responded to feedback , pto em, avo1e sa1 . ou Hea t services as an 
never know what.is in the bags. equipped storage area· for med- International Business Ma- questions. . ,,. 
I would like w see some type; ical waste. This waste facility chines (IBM), Exter Hospital, Response from the recruiters 
of program started to protect is locked until it is picked up Marriott Corporation, the In- was to make Career Day an 
my workers." · ' by grounds and road_s . to _ be ternal Revenue· Service (IRS), annual event like the Summer 
Patte•rson said he was ·· un- incinerated. and Wang Laboratories, Inc. Job Fair which is held every 
f h d h The room was almost filled to Ma-rch Students agreed w1·th aware o ·w at stu ents did wit "They come over every Thurs-:: · -
their needles. d_ay morning at ten o'clock on . capacity s_ince it accomadates this reaction, said Schuller. 
_'-Tve overlooked this aspect,''. a specia_l trip,"_' Patterson said. 
P-atterson said. "They come up .ind ask us for 
The d·octo-r, however, added the_ keys to the receptacles and 
that he would s-tart a new they are especially prepared to 
program at. the health center pick it up." · 
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OTICES 
ACADEMIC 
CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Struggling 
with a decision about a major? Unsure about how , 
·your major affects your work choices after UNH? 
Anend a 2-part workshop cosponsored by Career 
Planning$ University Advising! Tuesday, October 
11 and Tuesday, October 18, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Register 
with Career Planning, 862-2010. · 
WEEKLY PEER ADVISING: Sponsored by 
University Advising Center. Need answers to 
academic questions? Peer advisors are avaiable 
on campus to help. Stop in and talk with: Michelle, 
·. Commuter/Transfer C~nter, MUB, Mondays, 3:30 
- 5:30 p.m.; Tom, Scot~ Hall Office, Tuesdays, 7-
9 p.m.; Paul, Alexander Staff Office,·Wednesdays, 
7-9 p.m.; Laura, Christenson C Tower Staff Offic~, 
Tuesdays, ,7-9 p.m. 
. ATHLETICS & RECREATION . 
OPENING OF _SNIVELY ARENA: Open for 
skating beginning Octbber 3, Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays, noon to 1 p.m. Open on weekends 
. beginning October 29. 
CO-RECVOLLEYBALL ROSTERS: Due October 
10, Mandatory Captain's Meeting;. Carroll/Belknap 
Room, MUB, 6 p.m. Games begin October 18. 
., Information: Denise, 862-2031. 
I 
GENERAL 
SA VE THE RESERVOIR INFORMATION AL 
MEETING: Sponsored by-The Reservoir Coalition. 
To review facts and discuss strategy. Monday, 
· October 10;Room 127, Hamilton smith, 6 p.m . . 
. CAMPUS RECYCLING: OrgMl'ized by GAiA and 
· Great Bay Food Coop. Adopt-A-Building! We are 
looking for_ one or more p@ople from every-campus 
building to take responsibility for a can-collection 
· box. Invovles monitoring the box and bringing 
bags of cans to central storage area on campus 
arid/ or arranging pick-up. Call Dan, Sue, or Kim, 
862-3033 (day) or 436~1039,or 742-3683 (night). 
HEALTH 
. ' 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Mon-· 
days and Wednesdays, ·conference Room, Health 
Services, noon to 1 p.m. Information: 436~8001. 
AL- ANON MEETING: Mondays, Library, Health 
Services, noon to 1 p.m. Information: .742-2002, 
Ext.512. · 
CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: Mon-
days, Conference Roo'm, Health Services, 7-8 p.m. 
Information:. Hea{th Education, 862-3823. 
DRINK DRANK DRUNK: Sponsored by Health 
Education. A video presentation-discussion which 
examines the reasons and consequences of colleg~ 
cirinking. Monday, October 10, Lounge, Hetzel, 
7 p.m. · 
HIV COUNSELING & TETING: Anpnymous, free 
counseling and testing for AIDS. Tuesd.ays and 
Wednesdays, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. By appointment only, 1 
'Health Education, 862-3823. 
OVEREA TERS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Tues-
days, Conference Room, Health~ Services, 1-2 p.m. 
Information: 434-7578 or Health Education, 862-
3823. 
CANCER SUR VIVO RS AND SUPPORTERS 
MEETING: A group for those with cancer or friends 
and relatives with cancer. Tuesdays, Room 249, 
Health Services, 7-8:30 p.m. 
\ 
LiQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: A look at the 
impact of alcohol on relationships. Wednesday, 
October 12, Lounge, Smith Hall,7 p.m. 
MEETING$ ; , 
UNH FOLK CLUB MEETING~ A reception for 
new and returning members. All women associated 
. with the university directly or through marriage 
are invited to attend. Babysitting availabl.e, 749-
6326. Tuesday, October 11, President's House, 1-
. 3 p.m., dues $5. 
t,bM,t!;~~~~~ba<r.blteO_~~~~~~bl<tblit.b'MA~~~~~ 
! 
MODELS!! MODELS!! MODELS!!· 1 
., $$7.oo $$tao $$7.oo · · 
· per hour -- _, · 
Male and female nude 
models a_re needed .for 
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Midwife speaks 
of dying tradition 
Katsi Cook spo e on how to be a midwife last· Tuesday night 
in the MUB. (Sharon Donovan photo) . 
By Ellen Harris · · ceremony--it is taken very se-
Iroquois clan member Katsi/ riously," said Cook. 
Cook is upset that hospitals ·are ·· Adapting to the modern way 
- taking the place of midwives. of birthing procedures would 
As a r~sult of the pressure -to have a -negative effect on the 
conform to the standards set by traditions of the extended family 
American health. care profes- and would ,alter how the child · 
. ~~onals, Nativ~· Ame.ricans are is bonded tto.· his-cmh~r::.fai:n.ily, -
losi'ng touch with old practices Cook explained. · 
su(.:h a;; natural ,home births. · . In the Iroquois mind, the clan 
Cook, a Native American is a· system of human relation-
from the-Iroquois. confederacy ships, and the extended family 
near Ithaca, N.Y., is a midwife provides a mechanism for .the 
who cSpoke to a mostly female survival of traditions, Cook said. 
audience of about 125 Tuesday . "The art of midwifery has 
night. . been passed on in .o:iyfamily for 
Her speech, titled "Midwifing several generatioris: and I have 
Traditions: Lessons from a watched· ·as' more and more 
Native Am•erican Woman's ·women naVe chosen to take the 
Health Care Project,'' concen- modern ·route of birth'ing--in 
trated on the connection of the hospital,'.' said Cook. · 
motherhood to nature. / The problem, Cook ex-
Cook appeared angry about plained, is that the doctors are 
the influence of modern med- making the decisions for .the 
icine on natural childbirth; _ womeh i'ti' ni'a'.nj/cases·'o£ hos., 
. commeQ.ting that "babies have pita}: births. , ' . 
been kept alive without drugs, Cook also ·spoke of the many 
machines ... and hospitals." · contributions made by Native 
According to Cook, indigen- Americans to the modern med-
o.us people have their own ical world. She s.tressed the · 
connection with nature, and the important uses of herbs and 
practice of midwifery is in plants instead of drugs during 
keeping with that. pregnancy and birth. \ 
Cook told of an aunt who · ''Medicines stich ' as. Novo-
de1iveted twins two monrhs caine and the birth control pill 
prematurely without mec!ical weredevelopedbyNativeAmer-
attention. icans, also treatments for dis-
."D~d was there helping . . . he eases such as scurvy and mala-
fed them with an eye dropper ria," said Cook, "but little credit 
until they were mature enough is given to them fot it." 
to get nourishment," Cook said. - . Cook explained her fn.istra-
, The influence of an extended tion with the fact that although 
family on childbirth proc;edures her culture has contributed to 
is enormous, Cook said. 1nedicine, they are shunned · 
· The whole family takes part from k~eping their traditions 
in the preparation for the birth because they differ from those 
of a new member of the family. of the modern American people. 
"To lose the art of midwifery The decline of the practice 
is to lose the sense of the of midw,ifery is an example of 
extended family," Cook said. the overturning of our old ways 
"An infant is introduced to '1f life, Cook said. · ,. 
all the clans at the naming 
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paid at Durham, Ntt 03824. Advertisers _should check their ads the first day : .,· 
The New Hampshire will in no case be re:1ponsibiefor typographical -or other : 
~rrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment jn whid,1 a typographical 
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w The.New Hampsh~re, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed 
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Suff e'ring . shared by prisoner s H o R T S 
By Beth 'Goddard Jalali says he ~hinks that those 
·At age 1-5, Reza Jalali was·· governments that deny citiz~n·s 
forced to. leave his country for rights are those same g~:)Vern-
writing poetry. ments that support terrorism. 
At age 28, he was arrested by .... Jalali said that political pri-
secret police in India for editing - soners. are not .criminals. They 
a non-violent newspaper op- are "innocent victims; brave 
posing the government. He was · people who are trying to create 
sentenced to the firing squad. . a society which, in their minds, 
Amnesty International they deserve to have." · 
re.scued Jalali, and on Wednes- All ethnic and religious 
day he spoke to a crowd of over groups in Iran are being prose~ 
60 people about the horrors of cured right now, according to 
being a political prisoner. - Jalali. People are persecuted for 
"As long as we have a political reading and writing, outside the 
prisoner detained.anywhere, our classroom, for listening to mus-
. happiness is not complete," sa_id , ic, for dressing differendy, and 
Reza Jalali, Iranian journalist even for shaving in a certain 
and former p9litical prisoner. · way. · 
Jalali is the chairperson of 'Jalali compared-life iri Iran 
Amnesty and Minority Affairs today to the life led by the 
at the University of Southern characters of George Orwell's 
Maine, and the Maine Society 1984. He confirmed that there 
for International Understand- are secret police that seem to 
ing. . . . find out about everything just 
"In my country, it was a crime as the character Big Brother 
to read good books," said J alali. knows all. 
Writing poetry was "a danger- Jalali -said he never realized 
ous crime." · what went on behind the stone 
Jalali said that the torture he , wall, .of the Prison he passed . 
suffered later was nothing com- ever:y,day 'until he was on the 
.pared to the pain of being told other side. He said this is true 
to leave your country and never ·. of all of us. · 
come back. We cannot imagine what goes 
He remembers the screams on in the rest of the world-'-
oJ other prisoners being tor- "mfybe- ~y choice~maybe we 
. tured to have them sign confes- don t care. 
sion letters. Jalali spent seven Many people think that what 
months in torture and isolation they hear is exaggerated or a 
before Amnesty International situation is isolated, but if 
was able to free him. anything, Jalali said, informa-
"Total happiness is only tion is hidden. 
meaningful if everyone -else is' · "The· least we can do is lend 
ha·ppy and free," Jalali said. a hand," said Jalali. "So 'that all . 
Jalali believes that we all need people can share the dream,s we 
to take a. stand against any ;have in the United States." 
government- that denies its Amnesty International or-
,citizens human rights. . .· ganizations send letters_ to Iran-
. , , "A government that .finds it ian officials· a-rrd, -ro political 
easy to abuse it:s·dtizens;-will prisoners. . · · · · 
find it as easy to plant a .bomb · Professor Mary Clark, facrilty 
in_ a school building," saidJalali. coordinator of UNH Amnesty 
...--------.i----- ANGER 
the ... student involvement" cited 
. by Sanborn ea.rlier. 
· He said the· student senate 
kne:w: about- the, proposed sites 
last year when he w:;is a member 
of the New. Housing C_ommit-
tee. He said he posted minutes _ 
of !he meetings a.nd information · 
a.bout the possible sites .in the 
office, but "people ignored it.',' 
He said, "I see this as : being 
a, reactive university instead of 
a proactive university. There's 
no excuse for it/' . . 
But, he said, '.'I don't .know 
how· much the senate could have 
doqe at that point." -=--
McSheehan felt the sepators 
wa~ted to wait for more infor-
mation on sites ' so they c·ould 
make better evaluatiqns. But by · 
the time they got back to school 
in September, the_ site ·was 
already picked without them. 
.Last May, McSheehan said 
Azzi promised _student inY.ol-
vement every step of the way 
"This sum.mer is where the 
breakdown occurred," he said. 
He said he was involved in 
the selection process until the 
summer, wh_en Haaland and 
Azzi did not communicate with 
him,Julie Stickler (the other 
student on the committee), 
faculty or anyone. · 
He said when he and Karen 
.Polak joined the New Student 
Housing Committee this fall, 
the site was already picked, (he 
sketches were alrea:dy done for 
them. "Those things were 
pushed for us," he said: . 
· · ( continued from page · 1) 
to be submitted quickly, so the· 
adn~}nistration pick~~ the site 
lnternational said sometimes 
she wonders if writing these 
letters really helps. · 
Jalali and other speakers at 
UNH AI meetings confirm that 
the letters do help. 
According to J alali, the go-
vernment has to be more careful 
i-n its treatment of prisone_rs if 
they know that outside people ' 
are aware of what is going on 
in all countries where political 
prisoners are being held. 
J alali did not know that AI 
was working to have him re-
leased but he did know that 
something positive was happen-
ing because he was given priv-
ileges. · 
The prisoner is the last to 
know .anything, said J alali. J alali 
said that the "sense of isolation" 
was the worst part about being 
a political prisoner. 
According to Patsy Schweick-
. · art, associate professor of Eng-
lish and membe-r of UNH AI, 
the guards read any. mail sent 
to prisoners. They realize that 
they must be careful in treat-
ment of pri_soners in order to 
• avoid a potentially embarras$ing . 
situation for the govermpent. 
. According to Jordan De Gruz:.. 
man, UNH junior and rriember 
of UNH AI, students need to 
be more internationally aware. 
"I think we should pu,t pres-
sure on the Reagan administra-
tion to stop putting strategic 
interests over human interests," 
said De. Gruzman. · 
J alali said he feels that in 
order to understand why vio.:. 
lations of human rights occur, . 
we must "start learning about 
other people's perspectives." .r • 
Jalali added that we don't like· 
other people because Vie .dori't ·' · 
undersfifod t&e1h a'hl we '' afct ··~ ., 
. afraid of them. • · 
"Fear is not right," saidJalali. 
tinuing. "It's time for us co.. 
dema'nd leadership from the 
" he said. "What we're 
is not appropdate." 
McShe~han said he thinks the 
trustees put pressure .on .the William A. Condon, chairperson · of the animal science . 
administration for a proposal department, spoke out against the new dormitory site proposal. 
, . (Al~x ~oros photo) 
4 . . .• . • ::i•,_i ,!·'1 ~1oi~bb1fi ,~-,~• ,\• -; .' -~~r ~:'.' _v J :,r,~u 1~q , >/1_ 
f.~~-t¥!'£f!'P'.n,)tf¥J'...J'!:~J.r.,.,r...J! &.~,,;p,:111,.\".,,,.'#; ?AY-~ ~.& 
COURSES . 
GRAPHICS ART COURSE: 
A publi~ation design course is presently being offered 
by the University of New Hampshire's Division 
of Continuing Education. The class will be held 
on Saq~.rday, October 8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .. To 
register· call the UNH Division of Education at 
(603) 862-2015. 
COMMUNITY NEWS 
. OBSERVATORY OPEN: 
The UNH observatory will be open to the public 
Friday, October 14 and 28 from 8 to 10 p.m .. Located 
in the west field of the university Field House, the 
observatory is equipped with a 14.,.ineh-Celestron 
telescop~. The building, however, is unheated and . 
can accomodate only a few people at once, therefore, 
visitors are advised to dress accordingly. The 
odservatory will dose if weather is not permitting. -
For more inform:atioQ, contact the Pllysics Depart-
ment at 862-1950. 
PUBLIC SREVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: 
Registration for new voters and correction of · 
the checklist will be held on Tuesda,y, October 18, 
from 7-9 p.m., and on Saturday, October 29, from· 
11 a.m. to 12 noon. The Supervisors of the Checklist · 
will .be at the Durham Town Hall and proof of 
citizenship is required for ne:w voter registration. 
This includes a birth certificate, passp~rt, or 
. / naturalization papers. Current checklists are posted 
at. the Town Hall, the Post: Office, and Memorial 
Butlding. · ' 
-SEMINARS -
:. INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR:· . 
· ·"The U.S. and International Security in Latin 
America: P_olice Training Programs," will be 
discussed at the New Hamp'shir~ International 
Seminar to be held at 4 p.m., Oarober 7 at the Elliot 
Alumni Center. Martha Huggins of_ Union College 
. will present a seminar paper as the s~ries attemts 
to bring together university faculty, students, and 
the public to discuss foreign affairs. For more 
information on the seminar series, or to receive 
advance copies of seminar papers, contact the 
university's Center for International Pe-rspecti~e 
at (603) 862-2398. 
HEALTH . 
ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: 
A chronic illness support gr(rnp is being 
• ~stablished by UNH Health Services: lnterested 
students are invited -ro attend a .meeting on O~toper · 
TO, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the second floor conference ' 
· rooq:1 of the Health Services building. 
MEN'S AEROBICS: 
Robert Ottis, founder of "Real Men So Aerobics", 
will b_e presenting an hour long masterclass at 
Greenleaf Woods facility in Portsmouth N.H., Friday 
October 7 at 6.p.m .. The class, sponsored by SANTE 
/ (Seacoast Aerobis Network For Training and 
Education) and Greenleaf Woods is $10.00 and is 
open to the public. Sign-up by calling SANTE, 742-
0866, or Greenleaf Woods, 43'6-6664, or register 
at the door 
EXHIBITS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT: 
A photographic exhibition of .American black 
women, "Women of Courage," will be on -display 
in the UNH Thompson Hall until October 14. The 
exhibit of 56 color photographs is free and open 
to the public, Monday thr·ough Friday, 8 a.m. _to 
4:30p.m. 
/ 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS: 
-EARTHCARE·WEEK: ,\--. 
In appreciation of Earth Care Week, the second , 
week of October, an Environmental Fair at UNH 
will fo~us on environmental concerns facing New 
Hampshire and the nation. The fair will open on 
Mond~yOctober 10 at 7:30p.m. in the Granite State 
Room _of the Memorial Union Building and will 
continue on Tuesday, October 11 at noon. Also on 
Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m., environmentalis,ts will make 
brief presentations on issues currently being 
addressed by their r.espetive organizations. For 
more information, contact Martha Bailey New 
Hampshire Toxics, at 1-800-9_22-5672 (in N.H.) 
or (603) 382-6963; J.P. Nadeau, Chairman of the , 
League of Towns, at (603) 43'6-0110; or Rep. Dean : · 
Merchant, House Environ.ment and Agr-iculture 
Committee, at (603) 778:-7817. 
UN I V E RS I T Y O F N E W· H A M'. PS H IRE 
·THEATER.& DANCE 
Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Center Durham 
· · NA . Book: Otto Harbach & 
Frank Mandel . -
Music: Vincent Youmans 
tyrics: Irving Caesar & 
. Otto Harbach 
. . 
Direction: Carol Lucha-Burns 
Choreography: Gay Nardone 
Vocal direction: Kathleen Spillane 
Music direction: Christopher Leavy 
Sept. 30 & Oct. 1 at 8:00 P.M. 
Oct. 5 at 10:30 A.M. & 7:00 r :M. 
Oct. 6 at 7:00 P.M. 
Oct. 7 & 8 at 8:00 P.M. 
General: $7.50 
UNH students, employees, alumni, 
and seniors: $6.00 
Dinner Theater. Package at the New 
· England· Ce"nt~r''Restau.rant . 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
i~~ . . . ·· 
· It con be yours as on Air Force 
PIiot. Ifs not easy, but the re-
words ore great. You'll hav~ all 
the Air Force advantages, such -
as 30 days of vocation with 
pay each year and complete 
medical core-and much mor.e. 
If you're a college graduate or 
soon will be, AIM. HIGH. Contact 
your Air Force recruiter for 
details about Officer Training 
School and pilot troining. Coll 
MSGT RICHARD LEBEL 
803-888-7288 COLLECT 
.. 
. • ~· ~ . 
.... ,~J 
.. oe..,-
64 MARKET ST. 
p, PORTSMOUTH, NH 
Town" 
Serving Food & Drink 
Monday · Saturday 
11 AM - 11:30 PM 
· .. (603) '431-1851 
. The Stockpot Restaurant, in downtown Ports-
. mouth, would like to announce th.at we will be 
donating5% of our daytime food sal_es(ll:00am-
5:00p~ from Sept. 19 through Oct. 15 to the N .H .. 
Hunger Fund. · · 
CHEAP EATS for a good cause 
~UNH looks up to the stars ·. 
· By Alexander Berger 
Durham probably won't be-
come the , next home for · the 
space shuttle Discovery, but 
according to physics Professor 
Dr. John Lockwood, the Na-
tional Aeronautics and. Space 
Administration (NASA) has 
been a major contributor for 
scientific research to UNH. 
UNH is in the top 10-15 
percent of institutions that 
-receive support from NASA, 
. said Lockwood. 
_Lockwood is working with 
other professors on one of the 
major efforts for NASA at 
· UNH, the gamma ray observa-
tory (GRO). 
Lockwood said the gamma ray 
.observatory is a satellite that · 
is expecred to be launched on 
the shuttle in 1990. · 
·Its purpose is to measure 
gamma rays that travel great 
distances in space, rays that 
could 6e up to 10 billion years 
old. It is -important to measure 
these gamma rays because of 
their age, Lockwood said. 
"They've probably traveled 
the greatest distances," Lock-
wood said. 
· He added that by looking at 
the gamma rays, we can look 
back the furthest in time. 
· ·· According to Lockwood, the 
•gamma rays are able to travel 
through space without interact-
irig with each other. They are 
hard to detect because they are 
so spread-out. ,..... 
. Lockwood said t~e ~~o. is -Research for the NAS~ Space Shuttle is one of UNH's towering 
made up of several t~divi_dual cominit ments. (photo by Mike Parnham) . · -
modules and can get d1rect1onal • 
information by analyzing the . involved with other satellite research which involves. shoot-
way the rays interact with eat:h programs in the past. · ing rockets into the Aurora 
other... . The Sola t. Max satellite Bqrealis to ·find .information 
The rays detected are recon- Chupp is current_ly working with -a.bout this ~atura(phenomena. 
stituted to construct an image was launched in 1980 and was Arnoldy said he looks at ho'w 
of a sky that is billions of years repaired by shuttle astronauts energy comes to--the earth from 
old, Lockwood said. . i_n 1984, after becoming dam- solar rays created by the sun. 
The GRO project was pro- aged. NASA also supports research 
posed to NASA in 1977 and was The instrument Chupp. is of the earth as seen from spaee. 
one of five devices chosen to involved with on Solar. Max is Dave Skole and Chris Ringo 
measure different types of en- , a gamma ray spectrometer. that of the Complex Systems Re-
ergies in space, Lockwood said. is used to detect high energy search Center focus on research 
Physics Professor Dr. Edward gamma rays emitted from~ solar · of global changes. · 
Chupp is,also involved with the flares and other cosmic sources, Skole said he does rese-arch 
GRO project and other NASA said Chupp. - · . - which looks at the "biochemical 
funded projects. A_ccording to Chupp, the cycles" of fhe earth. 
-Chupp said he became in- device was successful in detect- Skole and Ringo's ~esearch 
volved with NASA in the early i-ng gaII].ma rays released by a · involves looking at how humans 
60s when the space program supernova in 1987. _ are .changing the earth in ways 
was just getting started. Detecting gainma rays from such as global ecology, which 
NASA was· encouraging supernovae had been theoret- can ~be best monitored from 
scientists to do space research; ically pr.edicted but had never 
Chupp, along with many other been done until they were picked 
· scientis.ts, sent in proposals for up by he Solar Max device in 87, 
funding. . . Chupp said. 
Aside from the GRO, Chupp Another area that receives 
is currently involved with send- NASA'support on campus is the 
ing gamma ray telescopes to rocket program. · 1. 
high altitudes with balloons and .Dr. llobert Arnoldy is in-
also a project oci the Solar Max volved with several programs 
satellite. · supported by NASA in the 
· Chupp said he has been in- rocket program. 
valved with sending up balloons One project Arnoldy is in-
sfoce the piid-60s, and has been volved with is sounding rocket 
\ -
space. _ 
The fonding from NASA to 
scientists in the Complex Sys- . · 
terns Research Center comes as 
individual grants, not as large 
funded projects, as in other 
departments: 
Skole said, that while NASA 
suppli~s some essential data and 
satellite photos for his research, 
their primary support comes 
in the· way of money. 
CAPITOL-THEATRE 
2·:30,4:30,7,9:15 
Married To The Mob 
-give it a shot R 
12:20 ,4:30,6 :50,9:0 5 
8 Men Out Pg · 
12:40,2:40,4:40,6:40,8:50 0 
Tom Hanks in Big Pg 
Sat, Sun, Mon, Mat. 12:25 & 
2:30 . 
Si.cM, C~ ff P~ -
EVES. ' $2;75 
MATS. SAT & SUN 
PRESENTS ('ON('ORI), '.'iU 
"An Outspoken Evening-with 
MORTON DOWNEY, JR.!" 
Saturda ·, ~ ·t ...... 2iiiiiii,iil _____ -+« 
Tickets available at 
Capitol Box Office 228-0426 , All'Ticketron Outlets Teletron 1-800-382-8080 
C.:.dliil 1-t-ver \!ilk.;i(Hl'llniker) ( im~nl:.M ·s \lusic (1.JK.-uni:d hn: l'h.lrmar~ U.:ps«NI C'irck-
~~"fi..."1.:..'7:.~~:~ 1"1:f'f.,~-~-""--~-~ . -~ , -~ ....... ,.:"""..-~-:-:i.!':C'k'k~-a;~I?~~:.:-~--.i'.~!'"-'-'-'---'5tt-:1. ··a.-·'.fr;'l;,,:.&.:1..1uy~~~~~-.-~1 
1, 
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UNH office promotes· equality 




. Discrimination because of 
sex, religion, race or sexual 
preference can really hurt. 
But now UNH students have 
somewhere to turn, the Equal 
Opportunity Office locited in 
Usually the person doing the 
offending doesn't do it inten-
tially, but out of ignorance, said 
. Garthwaite. , 
"A lot of times, all it takes 
is a conversation with the 
student, the offenaer and us, 
(Equal Opportunity Office), ahd 
the problem is resolved," Garth-
waite said. · 
of non-white students we ac-
cept,"_ said Emily :Moore, assist-
ant dean of students. "Only 
those who are qualified are 
offered admissions, and we've 
found that a lot.of the top quality 
minority students qecide to go 
Submit to theForum , 
Thompson Hall. _,) 
. The Equal Opportunity Office 
.is based on Title 9, the federal 
regulations which deal with 
,, elsewhere." 
· gender bias in education, Cindy 
Garthwaite, coordinator of the 
Equal Opportunity Office said. 
. However, if the problem is 
more serious, Garthwaite is also 
an advisor to the Conduct Board, 
and a judicial hearing will be 
Progress-is being made, how- . 
·ever. Recently, money from the 
President's Scholarship Fund 
has been used for Sojourner 
Truth Scholarships, according 
to Moore. 
The New ·aampshire 
7vould like to · know · 
what you think of us. "It means equal opportunity for everyone," Garthwaithe said. 
When a student faces a dis-
crimination problem, such as 
arra·nged. _ "This year, four mino.ritie-s · 
accepted the scholarship," 
Moore said. · 
. a professor or another student 
making a derogatory comment 
about homosexuality; this stu-
dent can go to the Equal Oppor-
, Garthwaite also works closely 
with t:he Diversi~y Committee. 
This committee, along with the 
admissions office, helps select 
UNH students. 
"They (Divers~ty Committee 
and admissions) should treat 
everyone the same regard~ess 
of race, handicap, or sex," said 
sophomore Margaret Johnston. 
"They shoul4 take the students 
who are best qualified and not 
discriminate or give special 
, According to Cindy Garthwa-
ite,, once. the students are here, 
the Equal Opportunity Office 
wants to ensure that they are 
treated equally: 
Send ,Letters to 
Editor. to: . tunity Office to resolve the 
problem, according to Garth- · 
waite. 
·Although the program is 
developing just this year, stu-
dents are encouraged to make 
appointments or drop bY. room 
118 in Thompson Hall between 
the hours of 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
to discuss any problems, said 
Garthwaite. 




"We need to give the student 
power," Garthwaite said. "We . 
ask the .student what he/she 
wants to . do about it, and then 
we go from there." 
about this. age, and because of 
this 1 the mother is adjusting 
fine. . 
He doesn't think it is a 
practical joke, because usually 
the person responsible for the 
joke Sticks around for the re-
sults. 
privileges." _ 
"There are no set numbeL· .-
CALF 
( continued from page 3) 
Dennison added that the calf 
was tagged, but there are a lot· 
of calves with holes in their ears. _ 
"It is all circumstantial," 
Dennison said. "If there is a calf 
in a dormitory closet with a hole 
in its ear, then I would·· be 
. suspicious. But if the calf is on 
a far_m with fifty other calves 
with holes in their ears, it 
wouldn't really stick out." 
"Either someone is raising 
it somewhere or it's dead," 
Dennison said. 
TEN REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN TBE NEW HAMPSHIRE: 
1. Coffee 2. You can. watch the sunrise 3. The lovely smelling photo chemicals 4. Access 
to highly confidential, top-secret university gossip 5. To impress your Mom 6. Because 
it beats the Student Press 7 . Because you can make fun of Styx 8. Because you like losing 
battles to !an overbearing computer system 9. Power and presti.ge 10. More coffee 'ffil 
I 
Letters to the. 1editor 
should . be typed with a 
name, a.ddress ancl 
/ 
phone number for 
verif itation. 
s==:::xt>lc::==a◄ltYc;:::==••1►tc:==+11+c==c•tietie==-:,•c :+tc::::· ==◄ll►C:==t4►tc:==◄ll►C:=:::,t4:>>==:::>I◄ tc►==~◄ll►C:=:::,t4:>>===◄ll►tc:::=:::>1•1t►===◄+:►tc:=:=,a114c:==t'J 
ATTENTION MOM AND DAD!, 
Subscribing to TBE'NEW HAMPSHIRE 
·can keep you .in touch despite the miles! 
Covering thelatest University news: arts, and sporting 
eventJ 
1 
the award winning newspaper can be delivered 
to your door step twice a week!! 
Subs(:ribe '·Now!J 
ONLY ~25.00 yea_r 
$13.00 semester 
,-------------~---------~-------------------, 
': . Mail sub'scription to: l 
I INH ------------------ I I I 
_I MUB, Roen 108 I Checks rf!ay be made payable to . I fiurh~m, Nf-103824 _____________ .,;____ I · 
I I 
I . . . I 
I I • I !--~----------------------------------------~ . ~ \ 
The New Hanapshire 
/ 
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. Tropical Thursday: "~fllUe,5/ ~, · i . 
FRESH BREAD 
. , . 
Each and every day the Wildcatessen offers freshly . 
baked breads trorn our own UNH Bakery. These 
perfectly baked one-pound loaves contain ho -





'54s&Vtied 9) ~ 
, No cover and sp~cial :drink prices, : . 
li'mbo contest with CASH PRIZES : 
♦ 
i •• ·Fridays •• i 
t 
11
Arfly Ha~f of KIS.f ~9;~ will ho. st an - t 
i E~ 0( S·vr fashion show · t -
-i feat~ring many of Boston's _most -. t 
♦ . ~ ,i progress.ive cloth1n_g stores - • 
:: . i. 
: After the fashion show~ou can comr,ete . i 
. : for the New England odel Search 89' : . 
· • -with ov·er
1 
$'10~000 in prizes • · i . : 
- ♦ ♦ 
. i . · · •• Saturdays•• . · - i 
• College "Buck Off Nit~" • 
Th~ next time you visit the Wildcatessen pick· • - · ♦ 
J f f f hi b k db d y 'II · t· i Current college I.D. gets $1.00 off t 
up a oa 
O 
our res- Y a e · rea · .ou no ,ce i a·d· _ m·1s.s· ·1ons a· n.d $1 _.00 off ·1ns·19e domest·,c -••♦ · .the difference between o ·ur nutritious no- _ 
f • • • 
pres-ervativ_e loaves and the air-fi-1/ed store ♦ · goodies-~AII nite, all college season • 
• • ♦ ........................... . • 
vant1es... _ ♦ ♦ . Casualprop_er dress, ♦ ♦ 
- . ♦ ♦ . ♦ ♦ -- . THE WJLDCATESSEN - ✓. , • ♦ - ♦ l _B&over, ♦ ♦ . , i . . •♦ Proper I.D.-required _for alcohol purchases •♦ ~ •♦ .... 
C£~ifl/3~9fdt-~l<P$~9(dt ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
_ <f!aftalw,ad,~~~ . . : i · 81 Oce·an Blvd. . · i · : ________ ..... __ .._.. _______ _. i♦ : Hampton ~e~ch, ~.H., o.3842 · : . · r 




MUSO IS LOOKING -FOR PEOPLE TO 
,.,. .. ' ' 
HELP -IN PRODUCTION SECURITY 
FOR OUR SHOWS 
(e·&· Don-McLean~. · ·. · · .· 
Franken & Davis ·- 4 5~ N~ Lwe) 
We .will train - Lots of fun~and · 
FREE SHOWS! 
C~ HUSO 4 g62-14g~ Cl), 
·· 4c,M,~41kHUE-
t 'i...' , 'i'E,, -~""·-'':.,.• , . .,, .... ) ~~ 
I 
\ . 
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After you're done with .-
-school, you face one of 
-the hardest lessons in life: 
Without experience, · 
it's tough to get a job. And 
with~ut a job, it's tough to _ 
get ex_Qenence. -
At The Wall Street · 
Journal, we recognize that expe-
rience is som~thing you don't , 
start earning until after graduation: 
- · B1_1t while you're waiting, we can 
give you a head start by providing 
some of the same competitive , 
advantages that experience brings. 
For instance, our wide-ranging 
news coverage gives you a clearer 
understanding of the whole complex 
world of business. - ·. · , 
Our tightly focused feature _ re-
porti_n~ prep?J:es you-for ·your !fl0re: -
spec1f1c ambitions - whether 1n 
-management, accounting-, .fioance, 
technology, marketing or small _, 
business. - . · · · 
And our in-depth analysis helps 
you formulate your ideas in a _ 
-sharper and more persuasive way.· · ✓ 
•--
IS 
Call 800-257 -1200,* Ext. 1066 
or mail the coupon'-- and start your 
subscription to The Wall Street . 
Journal at student savings·of up 
to $48 off the regular subserip-_ 
tion price. · 
- That's a -pretty ge11erous 1 offer. 
Especially when you consider 
., - what it actually represents. 
Tuition for the real world. 
fro subscribe, call800-257-1200:7 
. I . ' _· . , Ext. 11066 toll-free. ' I 
. · ( lrrndli to Ttw \',-'ail ."'lrt't.'! .Journal. SO(I :~rd Aw Vi. '.walll t•. 
J 
I \\'A '.)H-1 l'.J . I , . .. -.:,t ·11d (·Jlt' ( int· n ·ar ()f Tht· \\";tl J ~! n·t·t J( Ill rn,d f11r ~tih .. (l 1 
I
. ,u• :: ~_,;:: 11I. -~l-8otith,_ >1J_!l(l~1i•suhsui/1t1on p,:i,·, -
: __ ~1-·1:;: ·: 1 :1'. \\t·t·k~: ti,r~~fi. · . l'an111·11t 1•111·l11:--1·d. I- / · 
, . Blll 111t 1.,:1·1. 1 / 
I \;u:l\· ~--:-~~- --- -- - --- - -- -~-------- \- - - - -_,_ 1 · 
I :-:.111dt·ntLI l.1-L _ ·: ··- --- ., __ , Cr:t'._l,. \k111th )i·;tr __ .... ·--"-· r 
.-\ddlt',-,-.. _ __ _ ______ .. ______ __ __ _ __ _ _ .. _______ _ _ 
I L'ii\:· _-_ -:· -:---~---- · - ✓' -- ~t:tlt' -- __ __ Zip _ -~- .. _ I · 
I ~'.~::;~~:/~ ._: .'.'.', .;:;1,",1 ': ''..:' i,'\',:.1:,·;::u;i;~-:t:,'·~:·::·,,' 'j'."'; , ' ' ' :• / I / ' I 
I · 'ThCWdlfSireetJoumal. I ·· 
174SNT 77,~· dai~r dim"Jyl~·\:::::.,m~t'l1111. (Gode, I 
•in Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380, Ext. 1066 ... 
. l'IHti,[><,w.lo11,·,_,'iiC11111p,t11\ hu 
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com uter .. 
~ . 
- .... -- ·--.'" -- -· -- '.J . 
-~'t ~ IBM's _PS/2 Fair on· campus. .-
. ·Save a spot on your calendar for IBM's PS/2Fair. We' I I · ' 
show )'OU how the IBM• Personal System/2~ can help you 
· organize notes, revise papers, produce high-quality graphics. 
· and,DXR. It•s easy to l~,easy to use~ and.available-NOW 
at your camP1J$ computer store in Thompson Hall. The · 
fair features free gifts, information on the eniire PS/2 
family, desk top publishing, IBM iiifowindow system, 
andmuch mo·e" · · . · - · . · · '&' •• . ,, ' . . 
' . 
SEE YOU THERE!! · 
IBM -ps/2. Fair 
· Thursday October 13th. 
Thompson Hall Couftyard 
raindate .October ·14th · 
. Register to win . a · free ·. 
PS/2 model -25!! 
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' . . 
on SUNDAY NIGHT , 
MUSO presents: . 
~· rHE 
COL/NT OF H · 
ert Doriat plays th . 
· .. ovie of-~·, . 




,._ shbuc-kler · 
(' 
7:00 & 9:00p.m.----------$1.00 for students . 
$2.00 for non-students 
• • • • • • - . 
• 





"OPEN· MIC'-' For Homecoming!!!! 
. , - . ' . ' . . 
' If you have some type of talent and would .like 
the _chance to make yourself k-nown, fill out the · / 
application and return it by Friday~· October 14 
b_y 5:00 p.m . 
. . ~ ·~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I · Name Of Ac~_:-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-= · . Type Of Act: . . . . . 
• . Approx; Length Of Act(30 min. max) ______ · 
! Name Of Contact .Person: _ _ · -
• 
" 
. : · Phone #.~ __________ . 
: . 
. . 
o : I . ···················••·••················~·············································································· . 
• . . 
. I , 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• ~···············~···········~-~ ••••••••••• i~~.i~~~~ •
•••• ~ •••••• ~.~~,.~i~••!~ 
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Editorial , 
. Open letter to the Trustees 
Dear Board of Trustees, 
Where was our president? Last Wednes-
day night when over 200 concerned stu-
d~gts1 faculty and Durham residents took 
the time to addres~ the new dormitory issue~ 
he was nowhere to be found. Instead, -
Director of Campus Planning Victor Azzi 
and Dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg 
Sanborn acted as the sacrificial scapegoats 
yet managed to ~queak by with vague "rest 
assured, it will be consiclered" answers. 
As a result a major breach of commun-
ication has occurred. After you pass a 
proposal, you are surprised to 'find students 
~or faculty upset. You were led to befieve 
we were informed all along. But we were 
not. Sure, minimal token efforts were niade. 
Gordon Haaland told Student Trustee 
Dennis O'Connell he would like to form 
a committee to discuss the sites for the new 
· dormitory, but he never did, despite 
O'Connell's expressed interest. The ad-
ministration's idea of student input in this 
case was asking if we wanted more student 
housing or not. They have led O'Connell 
and members · of the Student Senate as well 
as Dean of Life, Science and Agriculture 
.Thomas P. Fairchild to believe they would 
be consulted about all the optional sites. 
Instead they dumped the final site proposd 
on our collective lap this fall, leaving us 
plan. We were left in the dark throughout · 
. the process, resulting in an unsatisfactory 
decision. 
This is hardly the first time the admin-
istration has ignored their obligation to , 
inform and consult .with faculty and 
students. We realize now, after banging 
our- heads against. the proverbial wall for 
years, that you are our only_hope to have 
a voice with this administration. We have 
tried .commiuees, we have tried appeals, 
we have tried protests and still, time after 
time, they have used underhanded tactics 
repeatedly, counting on student apathy and 
an intimidated faculty to get their way in 
the end. 
You see, it seems the administration has 
with rro say at all. ' - • 
··been playing mid~dleman between the 
students, the faculty and you, the trustees. 
Being the go-between has given them the. 
power to distort their actions to each of' 
us. To us, they have used the fact that you've 
passed a bill to avoid the blame. To you, 
they presented glossed-over ideas, never 
mentioning how th_ey failed to confer with . 
anyone else on the issue. You justifiably 
assumed the administration was upholding 
their obligation to this campus. It is clear 
that yotJ, the Board of Trustees, have been 
misled and .deceived as well. 
You have approved $18 million for this 
project, and the students and faculty 
appreciate the board's committment to 
student housing. But we r~sent the admin-
istration's steamrolling C?f this housing 
We ask you, the Board of Trustees, for 
help. We are tired of being given the 
runaround over every issue, being brushed 
aside with disregard and disrespect. There 
is no reason why the administration shoufd 
run this U rtiversity behind any of our backs. 
Out concerns are genuine and deserve to 
be heard. Something like this must not 
happen ag~in. 
·Dorm I 
To the Editor, 
I am writing· to you as an alumni 
of the great University of New 
Hampshire, Class of 1982, and as 
a concerned friend of the UNH 
Equine Program. 
I spent this past we~kend at the 
fall Horse Trails and have missed 
only one of the biannual events 
since 1982. These are my hor:necom-
ings, and I look forward to them 
with great anticipation each spring 
and fall. 
. I was terribly dismayed to learn 
that this could not possibly be one 
of the last events that I attend due 
to a proposed dormitory complex 
that destroy the entire cross country 
· course near the resevoir. 
The 1fact of the need for the 
complex is not disturbing. What 
is truly disturbing and totally 
unbelievable is the manner in which 
the planning committee is proceed-
ing_ with the process. The faculty · 
and staff of the Animal Science 
Program were never even notif;ed 
until one week ago. Surveyors for 
the project were a pretty good 
indication that something was 
happening. 
Are the planners of this dorm 
complex so blind and Uf!,aware of 
- what a vital program it would bring 
· to an end? The Equine Program has 
been a part of the University for 
I, : I , -~. : 11 ~ l 1 ·, 
., ...... 
many years. Furthermore, the Life 
Science and Agriculture College of 
which the Equine Program is a part, 
is the reason UNH ever came into 
existence as a land grant college. 
It would be ludricrous to eliminate 
any part of the Equine Studies 
Program. -
. Futhermore, t}:ie idea of ruining 
the beautiful woods and fields 
around the ·reservoir is truly sad- · 
dening. I would look to a U niver:sity 
to set an example for society by not 
developing precious open land, 
scenic land at that, when other 
alternatives are available. 
It is very obvious that no thought 
or consideration was given to how 
many people use this area just as 
it is and how important it would 
be to -leave it just as it is, rural and 
undeveloped. "' . 
I can only hope that ihe outcry 
I heard this past weekend reaches 
your ears because, believe me, it 
)s there whether you want to hear 
it or not. 
Sincerely, 
Eric Bowie 
Class or 1982 
·Dorm If 
1
To the Editor: 
Dear· President Haaland: 
Many of us were appalled at the -
. proposed plan by the administra-
Very truly yours; 
The New Hampshire Editorial Board 
"-· 
Ji:/ -J-0./ /: · (/.f./.!. / f''t, 
I 
tion . at UNH to build several 
dormitories off Mast Road, near· 
our lovely pond! It is such a scenic 
area, not at all sµitable for housing, 
as it is one of the fast natural areas\ 
left on our campus. Haven't we had 
enough of this unplanned growth? 
- Industry is beginning to creep in 
our open spaces, and soon we will 
be just-another campus surrounded 
by buildings. None of the faculty 
was asked to be included in this 
misguided plan for construction. _ 
Please reconsider this ill-advised 
plan. 
Hopefully. 
Connie Casas '67 
Blood 
To The Editor: 
Our "Cats" certainly did come 
back to us after a slow Monday! Each 
day increased with your loyalty and 
concern and made it possible for 
Red ·Cross to catch up with its 
inventory because of a glorious 900 
pints collected from 959 responses. 
Not only did our cats give but, oh, 
so many worked hard over the 
entire week. 
I just wish everyoRe could see our 
drives and realize how much the 
youth of UNH give· for others-as 
I looked at all the ones involved 
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University Forum 
Due process is' du~ 
By Roger A. Cady 
I, would like ~o open by saying that as a member 
of the generat10n known as the Class of the 60's 
having attended high school and college during 
the times of Earth Day, Vietnam, free love, student 
tak~overs, etc., etc. I was never moved to the point 
of part_ic~pating in a demonstr_ation or expressing 
my oprn10n on such matters rn private let alone 
in public. But there comes a time in everyone's life 
when it ,is time to stand up and be·counted. Events 
which have occurred culmin~t-ing with last night's' 
open _forum on the proposed new 600plus bed 
dor~mtory are exceedingly disturbing in that they 
depict a UNH administration that totally disregards 
the co?ce_pt of due process and holds the intelligence 
and dignity of faculty and students of UNH in low 
esteem. If you were unable to attend the open forum 
it was a grand affair with at least 200 concerned 
student~ in attendance along with at least 30 UNH 
faculty;nd another 30 non-University affiliated 
people, (some of which travelled over 25 miles) 
m attendance. The 1925 Room of the Alumni Center 
was filled to well past standing room only. Not 
bad considering that there was only 48 hours advance 
. notice of the meeting. 
It was a two man press conference in which Dean 
Greg Sanborn and Dt. Victor Azzi were the main 
actors and which was vaguely reminiscent of the 
Ed Me_ese press conferences of recent months. They 
each, rn turn presented their recollection of the 
"facts" and "events" that have occurred in the 
decision process to date. Those in attendance were 
snowed with such details as the location of electrical 
servic_e and distan~es to T-Hall. Finally an enlarged 
drawrng of. the site area was presented with the 
· exact location of the buildings. It was very interesting 
to note that t~e placement of the buildings had 
moved approximately 100 yards from their location 
in the proposal as it was presented to the Board 
of Trustees on September 29. It was interesting 
to note that stated student involvement amounted 
to the naming of the Student Trustee and Student 
Senate President to a Housing Committee but that 
they were never inforIIIed of any meetings of that 
committee and were never able to provide any input 
to the process, It was interesting to note that a 
"prefeasibility study" (whatever that is) was done 
t<;> deter1!1ine a suitable location from 8 potential 
sites but m that study no one who uses or is impacted 
by the use of the selected site was ever contacted. 
It appeared as though there was much confusion . 
as to what stage of due process the University 
administration is really in. ..---.__ 
When confronted with these apparent discre-... 
pancies ( among others), Dean Sanborn waffled 
on the issues. His opening remarks were that the 
University administration (sounds like a coae name) 
was "committed to the reservoir area and would 
not reverse that decision". Yet by the end of the 
night, he would not stand behind that statement. 
His usual response was "thank you for that comment, 
we will consider it" (nice bru:,n off) and "that ali 
these concerns would be considered in the feasibility 
study" (wasn't the study already done?). 
It seems apparent to me that UNH administration 
has to this point: 1) misinterpreted facts in order 
to s_upp_ort their own uninformed view, 2) justified 
their view through the misuse of due process, 3) 
does not u~ders~and that the primary function of 
nonacadem~c umts of the University is to support 
the academte programs, 4) totally disregarded how 
much the majority of the U niversitr. community 
(students and faculty) care about th~ future well 
bei:n& of the University. · ' 
. W 1th re~ards to point one, there are too many 
. discrepancies between administration's recollection 
of the events of the process and of those who were 
ignored. Despite what the administration says about 
student i~volvement, the Student Trustee says that 
?e wa~ ig~ored. Despite what They say about 
_ ~nvestigat10n of current 1,1se of the land, no one 
rn the many academic departments that make use / 
of the site (at least five) from deans on down nor 
public domain users were ever consulted about the 
impact on their programs. . 
Point: two is evident by point one but there is 
the ~l~~ use of. double talk about prefeasibility and 
feasibility studies versus the stage of the planning 
phase ~ver the use of the general area versus the 
~ctual site. It appears as though the primary people 
mvolved to . this poi-nt do not understand what the 
positiver and negative points of several alternatives, 
--
using all information available to determine ·the 
mo~t. preferabl_e_ option prior to making any 
dectsio1:s. A ,decis10n has been made, a major one . 
. The __ s!te h_as been chosen despite what the 
admrnistrat10n_ says aboq.t it only being a general 
a~ea_. Where you place a building within a chosen . 
s1te is part of the planning stage. The administration 
also di1 not ~se all _t~e info!mation available prior 
to makmg ~ s1te decision whteh means the feasibility 
study was m<;:omplete. I~ was a very simple matter 
to consult with academic personnel starting with 
~he De~n of LS&A to assess the impact on existing 
academic programs. On top of that, letters of concern 
from the Dean of LS&A and at least one department 
chairman were never answered. It also seems 
- extremely odd that the consultation firm that has 
been employed to this point employs as a major 
cons_ul_tant ?n the _ _project a very recent UNH 
ad!11i.mstrat10n offt~ial. My understanding is that 
this is a very quest10nable moral practice if not 
an_ outright illegal use of influence ( do the names 
Mteh~al Deave: or Lynn_N9fz~nger mean anything). 
~omt t.11ree is ~xcee~tmgly important to the well 
berng of any university. The nonacademic units 
of a university exist to enhance the academic 
progra_ms becaus_e universities exist on the strength 
of th_e1r a~ademtc _progra~s. To have it any other 
wa_y is akm_ t? havrng the mmates run the prison. 
It is the existence of healthy, growing and unique 
academic programs which attract students to a 
university and decisions which could impinge on 
th<?se pr~grams need to be researched thoroughly 
prior to implementation. The reputation of the 
institution is at stake. -
Finally, the UNH administration grossly un-
aerestimates_ how _much ~~e faculty and students, 
not to menuon many other external individuals,· 
:eally care about the University, its reputation and 
its future. _Members of the University community 
would not be at the University if they did not care 
about its well being. To ignore the resource of 
t~ousands of · minds in solving a problem is a total 
d~sregard of the core -of the University. If people 
did no c_ar~ there would ~ot have been an uprising 
over this issue. To contrnue to disregard student 
a~d faculty _concerns when making decisions is a 
disenfranchisement of those individuals and leads 
to lo~ morale, P?Ot attitudes, diminished programs · 
and_ diseJ:?-franchi~ement with one's purpose at the 
U niverstty causrng people to move on to more 
rewarding_ jobs in other places or to. give up giving 
any of their effort~ to making the University a better 
place (or all. -Witness the recent loss of a vice 
president and an important committee chairman. 
All these fa,ctors adversely affect the health and 
st~ture ?f the_Dni-yersity. Too many of us have stuck 
w1th this U mvers1ty too long and suffered together 
thro1:1gh budget crunches, low pay, under staffing, 
parkmg problems, and we want to see the University 
flo~rish, but not withput input. \If this matter was 
an iso_lated event, people might be more under-
standing, but this is just one more incident in a 
~on~ line which define a defin·ite pattern of 
mdifference by the UNH administration towards 
the lives and livelihoods of the members of the 
University community. · 
The bottom line is that key members of the 
University administration either · do not understand 
r ~lue _process or _do_ not care to use it. I hope the former 
. is the case. It is mconceivable that a major decision 
on th~ u~e of land a!ready supporting active and 
flounshrng academK programs and resear.ch in 
at least-5 departJJ)e'nts was made without any attempt 
to determine the impact on those programs. As 
was suggested at the open forum, it is imperitive 
that the process stop immediately and start over 
again with a true feasibility study which includes 
all 8 potentials sites .to determine which site is truly 
the best one. It may turn out that the selected site 
is the best one, but at least some measure of 
conf iden~e will be restored by the faculty amd 
students that the administration really does care 
and_ that they do know how to carry out a major 
proJect. No one is debating the issue that UNH 
despe,rately needs dorm space arid that changes 
to the face of the University and programs will 
occur, but let's do it in such a fashion that we can 
all have ownership in the decision and work in 
comparitive harmony towards a common goal. That 
can only hapoen when due·process is observed. 
Roger A. Cady is and .ssqciate Professor 
in the Animal & N ut.ritional.Sciencej. " 
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The SUtn is greater 
. \ . ' 
thall its parts 
By Dennis J. O'Connell 
~ In I Corinthians 12, the Apostle Paul uses the 
analogy of a body to expla.in the various roles within 
a church. This analogy is £it to describe the various 
roles within a University as well. · · 
The ~uman bo1Y: is divided into component parts, 
each wit~ a specifte role. ~yes are for seeing, ears 
for hearmg, feet for 'walkmg, hands for grasping:, 
etc. Each part needs every other part to function 
properly to maintain health and order. An eye cannot 
1
wo_rry about walking .an~ hearing. lnst~ad, the eye 
relies on the feet for walkmg and the ears for hear:ing. 
What are the components of our University body? 
I believe the main parts are as follows: l)Students 
and student gover~n:ient, 2)Facuhy and cau-
cuses/ senates, 3)Admmistrators, and 4)Trustees.\ 
The role of students is to study, question, lea:rn, 
and develop. The role of student government \is 
not to make administrative decisions. It · is however 
the role of student government to influenc~ 
administrative decisions. . 
'fh~ rnle -of faculty is to pursue and develop the 
worlds knowledge. Faculty serve-to ,learn, question, 
and _te_ach. ':fhe role of faculty is not to make 
admrnistrative decisions. It is however, the role 
of faculty caucuses/ senates to influence adminis-
trative decisions. -· · 
. . ~he role of administrators is to maintain the 
vision _a~d coord~nation of a University. The role 
of admmistrators is to make decisions. Vision entails 
such.~uestions as "Wher~ is our University now?" 
and . Where would we like to be?" Coordination · 
entails such questions as "How do we combine 
student concerns with the needs of faculty?" "What 
~o student~ ~eel" "What -do faculty members feel" 
What decision do we make in light of our vision 
and coordination?" · 
The role of Trustee is to oversee the President 
and who he/ she surrounds himself/ herself with. 
Tr~s~ee serv~ to stand behind the President in tough 
decis10ns. It is not the role of the Trustees to' meddle 
in administrative and campus affairs. Trustees ask 
questions like "Does the President have vision for 
the institution?" and "Is the President an effective 1 
manager and communicator?" · 
My concern as a matter of the students and the 
'frus~ees is that we not confuse our roles. As each 
constttuenc pa!t does its job, the campus maintains 
health and vigor. If one part tries to function in 
another role, ~he campus breaks down. If one part 
?f t~e bo~y fails to be effective in its role, the body 
is eithe~ stek or handicapped. . · 
~y call ~o t~is1 University is to evaluate itself. 
Let s funct1on rn the roles we were meant to fill. 
Let's be effective in our roles. If there is sickness 
let's take medicine or use band-aids. If there is cancer' · 
let's operate. Let's get well and move on in a healthy · 
University body. 
Dennis J. O'Connell is the Speaker of the Student 
Senate and ·a ·Student Tr'-ustee. ,: 1_ .... . ,.--· 
. \ 
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. NOTHING IMPRESSESANEMPLO 
LIKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL 
· E ___ f ONCE IN A WHILE. 
After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn something. They're · 
not qualified for the job they want , 
Fact is~ many graduates never find a career in their field of study. All their time spent in study. 
Not enough time in the field. J 
. That's why there's a· nationwide prograin for college students called Cooperative Education .. 
It allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with paid, practical work , 
experience in the career of their choice. · · - . 
· To participate in Co-op Education you don't need to fit into any particular socio-economic 
group. You don't need to be a straight "A" student either. ' · · 
All you really need to be, is smart enough to leave school. 
CO•OD Education 
You earn a future when you earn a degree. ' 
RI For a free booklet write: Co-op Education• P. 0. Box 999 • Boston, MA 02115 
~ A Public Service of This fublication • © 19~ National Commission for Cooperative Education -
j_ { 
1 
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Arts· & ·Entertainment 
Zydeco: 
8~~.1!t! ho~~~.ol~1! lhe 
T. k · 1 All · ' ·
 Dommos Why Does Love Got 
a mg t · · · To Be So Bad." The original was 
Island Records infused-with adulterous angst 
but this version is thrown a~ay 
Toots as jus.t .. ariQther lamentable lov.e 
Toots in Memphis song, in s'pite of the presence 
of Derek a.k.a. Eric Clapton on 
Mango/Island Records guitar. · 
By Arthur Q. Lizie While Buckwheat extols the 
Three actresses from the cast of the Broadway musical No, No, Nanette. 
No,No,Nanette lightheart~d 
Although it may seem hard · musical virtues of his native 
to believe in this age of Spuds Louisiana, Toots Hibbe·rt's labor 
McKenzie, Dan Quayle, and My · of love, Toots in Memphis, 
5 and'¾ Dads, there does exist offers an outsider's look at an 
worthwhile culture indigenous American art form. · Toots, 
to the United States. As difficult former leader of Toots and The 
as it may be for us northern Maytalls, the seminal Jamaican 
Brahmins and misanthropes to - reggae U!)-it best know in this 
admit, much of this culture country for "Pressure Drop," 
comes from below the Ma- mixes his innovative reggae 
son/Dixon line, a-way down talent with slices of delicous 
south in Dixie. Buckwheat Zyde- American soul for~ moving, By AHysori Schade It was nice to see such unitor- _ duced to the .chorus line of men 
co' s Taking It _All and Too-ts - heatfelt disc. · The players sure do want to mity aad· appropriate dancing; and women all dressed similarly, 
Hibbert's Toots In Memphis Toots' voice, an authoritative, make the audience happy. Most all of the dancers were together singing and dancing throughout 
· each offer a distinct type of yet tender melody maker com- everyone leavingJohnson Theat- a-nd very strong for the majority - the prod_uction. They embody 
southern musical culture. mands the bulk of the attention. _er last night was humming, of the dances. the character of the twenties 
The music - of Buckwheat On classics such as "Knock On smiling and hopping along to The first tap numbe.r, in ' era through their costumes, 
Zydeco (a.k.a. Stanley Dural) Wood," _a much better interpre- the beat" of the last song of particular, sounded excellent manner of dance and facial ' 
and the Ils Sont Partis Band is tationthanClapt_on's, "PFecious, UNH's Theater and Dance . andprecise,coordinatingsowell expressions. 
borne_ of _the southern delta; Precious," and "Hard To Han- Department's production of No, with the music, that it seemed In the. first act they are 
party inusic Lousiana style. It's die" Toot' s wraps his voice No, Nanette. The fine mix of as if the dancers had no choice dressed rather blandly so when _ .... 
bouncy, joyou~, dow_n-honie fun, around a melody, inflicting a singers, dancers and actors all but to have fun. Lucille (Kim Bond) enters, she 
jlJ.st Uncle Buckwheat and the slight accent over soulful into- comnined to create a lively piece. The song "Hubby Gone lights up the stage wit,h her 
boys entertaining the f;imily nations: Sinfuly soulful.:He isn't The musical is about a y_oung Blues" sung by Sue (Margery flashy costume and stunning 
after the Cajun barbeque. As · exactly Otis Redding but at least girl, Na'nette, who is growing Gray) was· a nice switch from voice. When Nanette enters the 
Buckwheat sang on his last_ he's not -Michael Bolton. up in her overprotective aunt the rest of the songs because it stage, one automatically thinks 
album, hot tamale, baby. A couple of other people are - and uncle's house. She wants offset the uptempo numbers of Betty Boop. She is a very cute 
Notsurprisingly, zydeco mus- also responsible for the success 'to be-allowed to go out to parties ·with a slower, melodious blues _character, pointing her toes and 
ic;s popularity is growio.g as. of thi~ disc. The autb.entic "live and dances without a chaperone, number. acting very prim and innocent. 
quickly as the interest in cajurt in Memphis" (Ardent Studios); and basically have fun; .her aunt, The grand finale was the Nanette is complemented by 
cooking erupted. Zydeco hasn't feel comes courtesy crack pro- fiance and others always say, show!s high .point. A medley of her fiance (Ken O'Brien) as .they 
reached· pet rock or Australia ducer Jim Dickinson (Replace- "rio, no Nanette!" Nanette's previous musical act the same way; very coµscious 
proportions, but it's a good bet ments); you can almost feel the - It is a 'funny, happy sort of numbers, "I Want to be Happy" of the kind of people they are 
for _a major trend in '89. '- kinetic energy which was gener- musical in that it is a sort of was packed with humor. Inev- tryi{lg to be. Each character fits 
Like its cuisine-cousin, zydeco ated by recording so close to satire on the whole mood of the itably, the audience was left in into the mold of the twenties 
is a basic recipe with some extra Graceland. The Riddim Twins, 1920's; the clothes, the attitudes good spirits. very well and they . all form 
spice added: straight rhythm Sly Dunbar on drums and Rob- and the ·style of living. · , Pauline, the maid (Anne together to create the atmos-
and ·Mues with ·a twist of accor- bie Shakespeare on bass~ reliable The players seem to really Despres) vaccuums and mum- phere of happiness anfii fun: 
dian and rubboard (kudos to ·as ust1al, move the proceedings enjoy what they are doing and bles about comically. Ini_tially, _ No, No N~nette is definitely 
Patrick Landry). On Taking It along at ;:i.n energetic but com- are having fun with the play, · · her character is seemingly uri- a light,_ ea·Sygoing show that 
All, Buckwheat repeatedly de- fortable pace. · by freely ad libbing and exag- important because she is con- - evokes to smiles and laughs. It 
livers this simple but wonderful Where does this all · lead? erating their dipictions of some tinually just -walking through is con~istently funny throughout 
combination in sparkling fa- Maybe Buckwheat ,will do a of the people of the time; the the .stage, commenting about maintaining the _audience's at-
shion. Highlights include the collection of reggae classics and cast succeeds in maki-ng the the phone ringing or other tention. If you're looking for 
double time stomper "Down Toots will go to hoedown with production comic, not ,obnox- random problems. However, as lighthearted, uplifting comedy 
Dallas Alley," the soulful "These accordian in tow. Maybe not. mus. · the musical progresses she on the grand scale of a Broadway 
Things You Do," and the jerky Pick up either of these discs then Beautiful voices and well- becomes indispensible, evoking musical, look no further than 
. title song. Get up and dance and let your feet do the rest. You chq_reographed dances_really many laughs from the audience. Johnson Theater tonight and 
if you can't, tap your feet. ~- will not be disappointed. I assure. made the production ~ succ~ss. . The audience is also intro~ Saturday night at 8 p.m. - _ 
The only miscue on the record you. Trust me. "" 1--------..;._ ......... _ ......... _______ ~ ______ .;.__ __ _;__.::.... __ ..:.... ___ ..;.... 
Gunslinger shoots a blank 
T.he Dark Tower: The Guns- •· ab?ut scarrng people. Despite "Last Gunslinger," who is chas-· 
'linger · this, all of this stuff sold so ing th~ "Man in Black" across 
by Stephen King maybe King didn't care. . ' a barren _wasteland. Why is he 
With the publication of It and chasing him? I'm not-really sure. 
By John Shamlou a 9uick follow up with Misery, · Where is -this wasteland? I'm 
Stephen King is one of the K_mg seemed to have regained · not really sure of that either. 
more prolific writers around his t~lents again by writin-g King doesn't give us much 
today. In the past two years he's scary, inventive stuff. U nfor- details about the mystical w_orld 
published five books and direct" · - tunatly, after that we got Tom- that he's trying to set up. That's 
ed a movie. He's always on the myknockers, a book in which only_one of the book's problems, 
bestseller list, he's got a fanatical a ma~ is killed by a flying Coke the other is that it is boring. _ 
following and he's rich beyond _ machme and now we have The · Nothing happens. Early oh 
belief. All of this is partly due Dark Tower: The Gunslinger. _, in the book Roland blows away 
, . to his alw_ays having a book on Back to square one. an entire twon, and that's about ~ 
the shelves. But this creates a . !h: Dark Tower is dis-sap- itfor action. The rest of the time 
problem: as of late, most of the porntrng because Ki-ng report- we get Roland either moving 
books he has on the shelves edly has been working on it• for across the desert, having flash-
aren't any good.· years,_ and:among King fans the backs about his childhood, or 
· Since The Dead Zone King book is near legendary for it was having dread premoniti_ons of 
has been inconsistent. Firest- to be King's ultimate epic. 'The the future. ~ ... 
arter and Cujo were not up to J?ar.k Tower: The Gunslinger King tries hard here to set 
par. Different Seasons was a big : 1s supposedly just the first up his fantasy_world, but utterly 
improvement and Christine is install~ent of a -very long work fails. It's all very vague ·and very 
best if read with a sense of •· that Kmg has not yet finished. bori_ng~ and so is our hero, 
~umor. But The Talisma1: is b_est If ~he Gunslinger is any indi- Roland. _This g~y is easily t~e 
·Toots Hibbert; former leader of Toots and the Maytalls, if not_ read at a!land by dtrect!ng c:1t;10n~ he should_ leave it un- most umnterestrng protagomst 
'; ,_ - . - T . h . . th~ f tlm Maximum Oyer_d_rwe., fmish~cl. · _ · - King has ever come up with. 
has J_u~t rele~sed ht~ labo~ of love oo~s m _ Memp is, Kmg seemed to _throw rn the · Whatever plot there is in to · _ · · 
· · ··_·· -,f sphanguf 1~nn?vat1ve reggae-and A-merie:a-n---setth ...:.. ____ - - - - --- - -tewd-as-f~-r--a-s-getting-seriou-s--- the,-book-ii-tvofves-Roland,-tlre ·-- ·- - _..:. _GUN.SLINGER,. page.J.8 
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From So:Xto • · 
Kate Smith 
• • • I ( 
By Arthur Lizie garage. Do you think the Jap- _ 
This, is supposed to be a mu_sic - anese have classic hit radio. No, 
oriented column, however thin- and I suspect that's why they 
ly music oriented-it may be at are destroying us economically. 
times, but the .ma.in topic for The business of America is no 
the week is obviously the Red longer _buisness, it's nostalgia. 
Sox. . . Speaking of Japan: it's inter-
Actually, this is.just a media esting that they have a head of 
$ oriented column, so let's talk state who can chat 1first hand 
about two of the more obnox- about World War I( but I wish 
iousmediatendenciesofcheRed Hirohito would make up his 
Sox; look at the spores pages mind and either die or recover. 
to get the scope on last night's His death bed scene is 'n.eading 
Sox vs. the Steroid Sluggers for proportions the likes of 
game. First is the problem of which have not been seen since 
· Wade Boggs' lost identity. Does the ever imminent demise· of 
Wade Boggs have so little sense Francisco Franco, who, inci-
of self that Wade Boggs must dently is still dead. _ 
constantly refer to Wade Boggs Many people .rn,ight notice a 
as Wade Boggs? Have you ever void in the Arts and Entertain-
heard of "I," the first person ment section with the Euro-
singular, Wade? He is easily one departure of . writer Patrick 
of the most annoying athletes - Jonsson. Patrick, always an 
to 1read or hear in the rriedia, no innovator, has recently been 
matter how wonderful a hitter collecting quite a fan club among 
he may ~e. , . various campus factions. Maybe 
Secondly, there is the problem we can ou,tbid Main Street for 
of Sox manager Joe Morgan and exclusive rights to the European 
his homespun wisdom. I don'.t memoirs ... If you're ever in 
think he's adorable or witty, in Philadelphia, be sure to take in 
fact, he often makes · no sense the nine foot Kate Smith statue 
_at all. For example, Tuesday, outside the Spectrum. Some-
when -talking of his hometown thing you .can surely tell the 
Walpol~,.MA,Joe quipped, "It's grandchildren about ... If I'm 
a hell of a_'town, and if you don't really starting i:o sound like 
like it there, you're just camping Larry King, just slap me a bit, 
out." Want to run that by me please. · .. Has anyone else 
again? 'The ·national me~ia eats noticed a proliferation of archi-
this stuff up. Maybe once a week tecture articles in the Arts and _ 
Morgan and Patriots head coach Films section of The Bostdn 
Raymond Berry should get · Globe? I guess it's qice tl;lat 
together and reminisce .about architechture is getting rec~g-
v~gU:e, down home topics that nized as an art form, but the 
· no one else could ever have a articles are growing tedious .. 
hope of understanding. Both . Did you catch the Liberace tele-
men havebe(!n lauded as geni- movie-last Sun<,lay night? As 
uses, but if you think about it well crafted a televison spectacle · 
a minute, there really doesn't as any of rhe stunning late 
. . seem to be much behind the seventies South American bee 
-l¼cade. Success sells though. invasion epics. 
Banned and altered album The parking lot of Decadance 
cover·s are making the news . in Manchester will undoubtedly 
again. As with most wo"rthy be filled with beat-up Volkswa-
things of a rock-and roll nature, gen ·buses next Thursday when 
cover censorship began in ernest . Max Creek performs. Come to 
with The Beatles' Yesterday and ·think of it, Decadance has no 
--t', Today butcher cover, but you've parking lot ... Penultimate hard 
heard too much about that rockers AC/DC perform to-
already. The three latest entries night at The Boston Garden. 
into the banned category are Every one should enjoy Angus 
Poison's Open Up and Say Ah ... , and the boys at least once fo a 
Lightning's Lightning Strike, lifetime. This may be your last 
and Jane's Addiction's . No - chance, they are starting to get 
thing's Shocking. If there' is a a bit old ... Pat "Hell Is For 
trend in these recent cover Children'' Benatar has just 
alterations,.k seems tha.t hard - added some more New England 
· rock bands have an innate need dates for her 1988 whirlwind 
to be randomly sexist and vul- tour of the .world and beyond: 
gar, hardly a_startling revela_tion. November 4 finds Pat (if dates 
· Ultimately, it's the music that cando anything but be passive) 
. matters: Poison is about as much at the Cumberland County Civic 
fun as wet socks in sub-zero Center in Portland; November 
temperatures and, on first listen, 6 she plays the Orpheum Theat-
. '''· Lightning and Jane's Addiction er in Boston. Must be quite an 
are slightly better, but not quite ,ego boost to go from 20,000 seat 
in the sliced bread category. Sex arenas to 2,000 seat theaters, 
sells-, too ... Thaf s OK, Dirk, but I guess I'll never have th,at 
no offense taken ... I heard Styx problem. · · 
on the radio this morning and Robert "Everything I do 
believe me,, it brought a ·smile sounds exactly alike" Cray 
~' to my face. Ah, it seems like only performs ,at the Wang Center 
·· last year when you could pick (yeah, the place where they hold' 
up any issue of The New Hamp- circuses; you know, clowns and 
shire and read about Styx. Come elephants and Dorothy Hamjll 
to think of ic .... · skating exhibitions) ··on .No-
Clas~ic hit ·radio stations were vemoer 11. .. Los Lobos· take 
--; ·enjoyable for ·a . while, but the stage of the Berklee Perfor-
enough is enough. How many mance Center on Novembe-r 9 
times can you listen to "Gimme for an acotistk show. Where 
Some Lovin"' or "He's So Fine" they go with the stage is 
· or "Louie, Louie" ·without dam- anyone's guess .... Those cuddly, 
aging your brain cells? There loveable rockers Let's Active 
is new music to listen to. Chai- play Boston's Paradise on Oc-
lenge yourself. What if Colum- tober 25 ... Well, as Ethel 
bus had a classic hits mentality? Merman once sang, "Every-
fflttft ·~r:~\l~~l¼1f:;~e{;r,~!~·:rf :~it~~?tte~~s;;::;~~J 
Nick's · more than 
Nick's Restaurant similarily found a good selection 
Main Street, Durham of dinner entrees, but it being 
lunch hour we focused our 
:ay John Doricko & Eric attention on the sandwich and 
Rodgers burger· sections. Before us: a 
Recognizing the need for number of variations 'on your 
praise and criticism of the area's standard hamburger, many 
restaurants, we begin 0ur weekly types of sandwiches and •five 
Friday column by c;ritiquing the different types of club sand-
various eateries right here in wiches. . . 
our quaint little co11ege town. We made choices and awaited 
Thi"s column's opinions reflect our appetizers, while drinking 
our thoughts on how well the our coffee, which was served in 
giv~n establishment caters to large, unpretentious, old-style 
the college community; our mugs. First to arrive were our 
budgets and our tastes. Our French onion soups and potato 
. major topi~s of analysis are good skins; The soup was full of 
· service, well prepared (tasty) onipns and covered with cheese, 
food and all aro_und profession- however, its broth could have 
alism. Now on with the meal! been more flavorful. 
One might hesitate going to We also delved in to the soup 
Nick's for a meal because of its du jour: cream of mushroom. 
reputation as Durham's most Although it could have used 
successful drinking establish- more mushrooms, we found it 
ment, but once seated in the rich and tasty.-The potato skins 
dining room this minor appre- were excellent. They were thin, 
· hension immediately changes. crispy and appetizing; not over-
The dining room is cozy and ly thick and ·filling ike many 
well -lit, decorated with memo- others in the area. 
rabilia of times past. . We were then presented with 
Our waitress, Beth, attended our Reuben and chicken club 
to us with a· friendly smile and - sandwiches, done so in an at-
congenial manner. The restrau- • tractive fashion. Compared to 
rant was relaxing and wisely the standard New York deli 
avoided burdening itself with style Rueben, Nick's version was 
meticulous details or overly , light in sauerkraut. However, 
hurried service. . the sandwich's overall taste was 
As we perused the selection quite good. · _ 
of appetizers, we were surprised · The chicken club was near 
with the range and variety of perfect. The to~st was golden 
palate pleasers offered us. We brown, the lettuce and tomatoes 
• • 
sp1r1ts 
were crisp and fresh, and the 
cheese slightly melted. The 
chicken ·cutlet was dipped in . 
bat'ter and fried to a .crisp 
perfection. The· white meat 
chicken was tender and not at 
all not chewy. 
We strongly recommend 
Nick's club sandwich to anyone . 
truly appreciative of a good club. 
After this large and quite 
filling luncheon, we were sur:-
prised to find an extremely 
reasonable bill that easily fit the 
college budget: under fifteen 
dollars-. At other local establish-
ments, you might expect to pay. 
over twenty doll~rs for a com-
parable meal. · 
On our way out manager Mike 
Libby patted our backs, shook 
our hands and sent tis home with 
smiles on our faces. We found · 
Nick's to be a great place to stop. 
in for appetizers, a meal, a'nd 
of course the usual 15 pitcher~ -
a week. 
Nick's Restaurant: 
Rating- Very Good 
Services- Very Good 
-Atmosphere- Very 
Good · · 
Food~ Very Good 
Price--Excellent 
___ GUNSLINGER.....---
King tries to set up a relation-
ship between Roland and Ja.ke, 
a young boy he picks up in the 
desert. King makes much of how 
Roland comes 
1
to love Jake, but 
in the end, we don't care. I was 
kind of hoping that King would 
bring back the spider from It 
to eat them both, but no such 
luck. · 
The Dark Tower: The Guns-
lin1<er simply stirs no interest. , 
(continued from page 17) 
It reads like the first chapter · a longing to find out anything 
in the long story that it is, and -more about Roland, the Dark 
this is not a good set-up for Tower or anyt:hing else. The. -
whatever will follow. · Gunslinger will be followed up 1 · 
In the book's afterword King in March, but unless King finds 
admits that there is much to his out a little more about his 
epic sa·ga that he. himself has universe, any future inst~t 
not figured out'. This shows. lments will be futile attempts 
Nothing drives this story, there at beating life into a wanna-be 
_ is no .sense that King was really epic that should have remained 
inspired at all while writing it. unpublished. 
Ultimatelv. it fails co create ' i'-., 
THERE ARE 1WO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE-ARMY. 
_ ·.. . And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a healtl} care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
riot the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you.'re · 
eatning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. ·_ 
I . . . 
ri 
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An education for those who can't look the other way. 
Ifyou gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
' helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place•for you.At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
potential. 
Most of our programs are 
offered on a part-time or full-
time basis combining class- · 
room theory with practical, 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write 
to _us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
North~astern University, . 
Boston, MA 02115. 
Master of Science 
Programs 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Exercise Sciences 
• Human Resource ~ 
Counseling 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation, Sport, and 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabilitation Counseling 










STAFF-- ; C 0 - F F E E 
Sure To Knock 
Your Socks OFF!! · 
H O U s · E 
· Fitness Room 
7-9pm 
Master of Education 
Programs 
• Counseling 
• Consultjng Teacher of 
Reading 
• Curriculum & Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
Administration 
• Special Educ_ation 
· Nondegree Certitic;,ition 
Programs 
• Counseling 
• Elementary & Secondary 
School Teacher Preparation 






An equal opportunity/affirmative 
action university. • 
r 
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Dl,SCOVER A 
.. •. ·•.•. ATES · TD · 
TECH•CS PRB. CD PLAYER 
filter. one D/A converter pet channel. 20- fi/11 _. , -., Fea __ tures qua.dtuple oversampling dlgltal • 1· ~'9 11111:: 
selectlon . random. access programming. - . . , · 
mutt!- function 2~c-olor qlsplay with M~c - ' 
Matrix. Model SLP200 . 1-
$ 
· ftllff: This deck features normal or high-speed 
13.9-.,_, dubblng.Dolbynolsereductlon.fe~er , _ - touch operation. Model RST130 r 
' -
SMITH.CORO/IA ELECTRO•C 
Full llne memory cor:rectlon. WordEr~-re--
moves entire word with the tap of a key, exclu-
sive easy-to-lo9d Corc_ectlng cassette with right 
ribbon _ system. bullt~ln handle and protective 





Clock radio with AM/FM receiver and battery back-up. 
Model RC6067 . 
SONY 
"Dream Machine· clock radio with AM/FM receiver 






Portable comp~ct disc player. Model_· RCX3_BK _ · ._ ~ __ -:--$~ ~1'9' 9S ' A/WA - ,, - - , · :• ·, · · ~ · -
•We carry a run ~lecttoh of AIWA 9omponenet rd¢k _systems. · __ ·. 
•We also carry AIWA. OLYMPUS. a~d PANASONIC-
micro transcriber '' ""'<1iN\Nw,,,,,,-: - , . _ __ : • _: . _, · ·' ,:.;;.._;......;;.....;_.;...._;,.,.......... __________ ----, 
_ -SOIIY MEGA WATCHMAN . . ' 1· Portable black' and white 1V With AM/FM radio. 
_ Great for ,lrici<?Pt' I o_utdoor entertainment,. e-xter-
- nal anten,na lnpl.Jt. Model FC>500 : --·-
, : . :, $11995 · 
Heats w¢er; soup. coffee. whatever. Model 7427 
NORELCD 
Deluxe ladies razor. Was $34,98 
REGINA-ELECTRIC.BROOMS · 
- -~ 'II ••2•,;a• 
aturlng high res color -
ultt-tosl<lrig operating 
colorsonsc 
nd muc!) m9re 
JVC Hlllll POWER RECEIVER 
Featuring 45 watts of power per channel. full func-
tion remote control. Mc;>del RX350 
ADC EOIJALIZER :c.. 
· Stereo Equalizer with l'O bands of EQ per channel .. 
Model SSlOOSL ~ - . 
sggss 
A/WA CASSETTE DECK 
This super deal features Dolby B&C noise reduc-
tion. Model ADS27 -
CAR AUDIO 
_- at DIii STYLE CAISET1E •a 
Super deal on this.NC DINstyle digital AM/FM ca• 
sette deck with 20 station presets; auto r~verse . 
dnd much more. Mo9el l<SR38 . 
AIWA DIBITAL CASSETTE 
Save _pn this Alwa.slgltai AM/FM cassette deck ·_ 
with auto reverse and 6 station presets. Model 
CTS2300 . 
SAVlllllS • SOIIY CAR-SPEBERS 
4" dual :cone. Model XS106 only: _ 
· 6" coaxial high power capability. Model XSHJ7 
Take your favorite tunes wherever you go. with 
one of these ·great soundng Sony Boombox~s. 
Model CFS 212wlth AM/FM receiver ahd ~assette ., 
deck. Only: ··:T.~ • , h 
Model CFS1010 with AM/FM receiver and Auto 
reverse ca~tte deck. Only: 
SONY BOOMBOX WITH ca 
The l,lltlmate portable music system with - -
$29.95 -
$41.95 
built-In CD player. cassette..re.c9rder. AM/ - -· , -
FM stereo tuner. CD ,.synchro dubbiflg. 5_- . $. r #,2~d '1/!1111: 
band graphic EQ; aut9mattc [Tl1Jslc s~hs:e:ir _ ~ U.:, · _.:i,.I, _· ' , 
bn CD. Model CFD444 .. ,,,. 
PLENTY OF WALKMAAfS IN STOCK TOO!! 
NOW ALL PURCHASES 
CAN SO ON YOUR . 
STATE STREET 
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f reaker Patro, 
HA!! LooXS 
LIKE :£-'V€ 









,rJIFY SA1J> :L WAS 
A 'Foot,!! BUT LooK 
AT tnE NOW!! 












l--:;:;~:=3"TI~r,ffi~_a..._ 'L.-::;;;;:;;;;~5iiiijj~~~ -~·•;! 
Suµer Guy . 
!ARLY AFTERNOON . 
·" THIISDAY, S£Pt 21 0 
~)· · 0~} 
_.)(.,. \._~/ 
MAlN Si~E.E.T Lt)()~':> 
·T . TRF\~G f. 61~05 -
~ILVf.R 1"0H~UtO_ MIK&Y 
( G,~EL(US 6CAt<U5 ) 
F'OUHD IN 1'~(... fOU.Uri.-0 
/ 
WATtR, 0~ ~~ACHU5ETT5 
Tt-f~ RARE.L'< 5~£N 
· ,,,-- euSH Mo~!. 
(~tC:.A~uS C.LOH~-05) 
FOUND MIOl"'C::, ·Sci,-c\C:' 
-y/t\.(~ IH MAH"t:. 
HACKS HALL 
'/OV GOTTA GET UP 
~: PRFrT'J DA/W\AJ £AR'-'/ .. 
~ JIU 1U£ rttDAIIIAI& 1b •. 
~ Borr OJT FENRAS ! 
~ p sP£wsffR!.' 
f · 'IEP, Ib SAY 41Jt»r ' 









. by JJ.ichati Dowe 
AH HA HA UA!.' r"&,£ 
1)0Nt rr"-' :rw ~ ·. 
A~ ~116 J'PNE !II pf, -I~, 
I ., 
► ~~ . 
by Dick $awyer 
T£XA5 TUI\K£~HU.' 
· (eum,t.rt ®t"vs) 
f OUMD H AN&I NG ~ROUttO 
C6W PA'H\t:S ~ ·~c.. 
S\L\IU "'T0~G-UW l"\\Kf:.Y 
(~A~' .\) \FFC.~t<t:.) 
\.\T'fl.~ -Ulll'-C-&.l.r 
(All.MY U.~lt~ v'~) 
~outto CLo,c. ,-o 
· 'TW ( ' 1'USH M OU5 '--
\~ H\O\t\G -SQ.UAwkS 
TO ~A"'t.tt ~OA'<L<. 
W"' £ ~ \l4 'Tfl.OV6Lt. 
~y JOHN HIRTLEI 
...-■!!!---------t1--................... --.... 1..---..----..--.... 
AND NOW Tb/ GE'T 
SOME C#EAP LAUuH~ 
WE WILL ASK 50HE 
PEOPLE . WHO THEY 
ARE GOIN(, ro VOTE 
FOR Pf?ESJDf.NT OF 
THE UtllTED STIIT£S 
IN l'l-18. ------- ■■ .-r,nw,,,,,, 
S0 'iEME..MBtR, 
You HEARV 
IT F11?ST · 
HE Ir£~,, 
JESUS rEA&A I . -
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COMICS 
'MOTHER GOOSE &-GRIMM' 
by Mike Peters 
~O CATS AtW~6 
tANP ON iH~tR reerHr 
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'°PRfSl.OENi- ow== THE · H~ ME·-
·,_ Co~tNG _ r~ST"r;\JI:,t.€5 
. C.Ort\VV\'l. TTEE. · 
t I ., 
. 'I;'QiS ·s¢Ill~stei- get ~'s and B'_s for, )'oti:r J)arents, 
... anc1 a CD foryourself. ': · ·· ,, · · 
. . A .Sony Cb player and ·5 Apple· T-Shirts will be raffled . off every week for the 3 weeks. 
, ,, .; ·- Come in'· and test drive a Macintosh and enter to~ a So~y Discman. - -
· -· Drawing October 7th, 14th, and.21st. : 
2:00 p.m. 
Macintosh Plus with 1 Floppy Drive $119,s.oo· , . 
Macintosh · SE··with 2 Floppy Orl;es : 209.5.00 
With any purchase ~fa Ma~iI\tosh II configuration¾fordPerfect is FREE!!! 
-IBM_· SPEOALS FOR OCTOBEl{ . 
Dua! Floppy·Machµle _ _ . , $ 999._00 -
- (w/couP!ln from Parents~ Weekend Flyer) MODEL SO $ 2375.00 
-1025~00 
- Dual Floppy Machine 
Monochrome Monitor _ . Dual Floppy Machine 
(without coupon) FREE IBM OOS-3.3 & $50.00-CASH BACK , 
Single Floppy with a 
20 MB Seagate Drive 
1269.00' 
University Technology Center•· Thompson Halt'• 1328 
, Store .Hours 9:Q0 • 3:00 
/ 
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LETTERS We attracted new people to help 
in the future, including the Engi-
neering Students Association who 
it seemed beautiful to me especially . are goning to be more involved, the 
since your return had not been very Student Nurse Association is going 
long ago. Everywhere there were to be a greater part of our team and 
students and more students from · Alpha Theta Chi is also joining us. 
many organizations, commuters, Again, the Student Senate heloed 
ResidentialLife, Engineering stu- to spread the word and The New 
dents, student nurses, med techs, Hampshire : and WUNli gave us 
Army and Air Force ROTC and the the consraut coverage we needed 
Greek System. T_heta Chi and Alpha to make everyone aware, and our 
Phi again· manned the Welcome · hockey heros ~dded fun ~o each day 
· Booth all week while Sigma Nu as they participated. In the Resid-
helped to set up Sunday and again entional Area I Congreve and Stoke 
Monday and had many donors as had the most wit~ first and seco~d 
well! Sigma Phi-·Epsilon staffed one - place. Area II wmners were Fatr-
day with their volunteers while Phi _ · child followed by Hunter. Area III 
Kappa Theta and Alpha Phi serv~d Williamson, and t,he commuters 
at the check out.booth. Then Acacia · had the largest turnout on campus(·. 
• (continued from page 14) 
· served again as our wonderful clean Alpha ~au Omega le~ the fraternity 
up crew along with donors and TKE ~ystem in donors, Phi ~app~ Theta 
had the most increased number of 10 volunteers, Alpha Phi led tn both 
donors . Lambda Chi was well with Alpha Chi Omega having a 
' represented by donors, ~ J?ublicity great group of donors and volun-
ideas team shuttle dnvrng and teers everywhere. . 
serving as volunt~ers. Added to this cooperat10n was 
the excellent turnout from our 
UNH staff, many of whom are 
alumni and whom we' re very proud. 
We must also thank the entire MUB 
staff for thir support. Altogether, 
before The New Hampshire s~ys 
"enuf; enut' · there may hav.e been 
a lot of our cats, but I am the one 
who is "purring" like crazy- I am _ 
· also proud of all-of you and you even 
rriade my life better just because 
you' re here again. You really ~urned 
our 1988-89 100,000 pint goal since 
1952 in to a possibility. 
To give you another happy note, 
after a national survey by Red Cross 
we of Vermont-N.H. are declared 
one of the very best programs in 
56 regions! Not only do we have 
better results but the safety of the 
progaram has bee~ tops! y ou 
should be proud too smce you m~ke 
it that way because you wish to give 
someone happiness. 
Jarry Stearns 
Durham Red Cross 
Blood Chairman 
Com-ics 1-
To the Editor: 
In the October 4th iss.ue of The 
New Hampshire; Marc Mamigo-
nian made a spirited appeal for the 
abolition of the University Comics · 
page. While I agree that s_ome of 
the strips featured might challenge 
our preconceived notions of what 
constitutes "humor," I feel that he 
is missing the point. The New 
Hampshireis a student paper, and 
a student paper has no business 
running nationally syndicated com-
ics. That's why we buy the Globe. 
· Aspiring cartoonists need a forum 
for their work, just as asp_iring 
· journalists do. Has anyone ever seen 
the cartoons Gary Trudeau did while 
a student at Yale? They were a far 
cry from today's Doonesbury, but 
his school paper printed them, and 
'we are a·ll the better off for it. I 
figure if we can suffer through inane . 
"On the Spoe· questions and pre-
How to make a hit. 
'/ 
,( 
The American Express• Card is a hit virtually 
. anyWhere you shop, from Los Angeles to 
London. Whetheryou're buying books, baseball 
tickets or' bru_nch. So during college and after, 
it's the perfect way-to pay for just aQout . 
· · everything you'll want. 
How to get 
· the Card now. 
College is 'the first 
sign of success. And 
because we believe in your . 
potential, we've made it easier for 
students of this school to get the 
American Express Card right 
· now - even without a job or a 
cred,t history: So whether fou 're an 
underclassman, senior or 
grad student, look into 
our automatic approval 
offers. For details pick up an 
application on campus: Or call 
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a 
student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It~ · 
© 1,988 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
tentious reviews of albums nobody 
buys (sorry _Arthur), we can pu~ up 
with a few fledgling cartoomsts. 
I know I would rather read F_reaker 
Patrol then Garfield. Wouldn't you? 
Dirk Anderson 
COmics II ~ 
To the Editor, 
I have been a comic strip fan for 
abcut ·a half century;· perhaps l am 
even addicted to them. In any case, 
I enjo'y "University Comics" enough , 
t'o plead t hat you. continue th.em 
even if you _do get a few . letters like 
the one from Marc Manigo.niaq 
(October 4) suggesting t_hat they 
be dropped. (By .the way, does it 
have any significance that his letter · 
featured larger type than the other 
letters on. _the same page?) 
Comic strips drawn by UNH 
students have several advantages 
over the nationaBy syndica~ed ones: 
l)You avoid mismatch with your 
twice a we~k schedule. 2)They must 
cost you less . 3 )They can attack 
those local issues that need to be 
lampoqned. · - _ 
One disadvantage_to the student-
drawn ~ps is that they disappear 
when the author graduates, and I 
miss "Jumping Jake" and "Hamp-
sha Hicks" from las( year. But; on 
the balance, I think it's a tradition 
worth continuning. 
Thomas R. Lawrence 
Hotel,-
To the Editor: 
Dear Students, 
Ma-ny people ask · why Hotel 
Students lack a' s'ocial life? The 
answer is Hotel 667. The purpose 
of this- course is· geared to the 
production of the Gourmet D~n!lers. . 
These dinners occur on .two differ-
ent weekends out of each semester, 
and are the optimum in din_ning 
pleasure. This dining expener:ice 
starts with COCKTAILS, which 
proceeds into a seven course 1:1;1eal, 
and finishes with dancing late night. 
, Pulling off ~uch a gra~d scale 
operati~n takes a cons1?erable 
amount of time and commutment. 
Each st'udent puts their hea~t and 
soul into this class, and domg so 
gives up much of their spare_ t~me. 
Therefore ori those rare occas10ns 
when you do see a Hotelier, be. nice 
-- say HELLO! 
Good Dining, _ 
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·CLASSIFIED ~""'-~------------------------------------------------~-----------~-------
Brand new modern one bedroom apartment 
in Berwick. Maine. Large fenced in yard. 
20 minutes to UNH. $85/week plus utilities .. 
Available October 15th. Call in Berwick 
(207)698-4514 after 6 p.m. 
4 bedroom house in Somersworth·on bus 
route. Immaculate·, newly remodelled. Fully 
app lianced, washer & dryer. Ourtains, 
carpeting , partially furnfshed . $950 .-
including heat. Lease & security. No pets. 
692-3031 -MUST BE SEEN-
ATTENTION BUILDERS- DURHAM, NH 
8.9%- ONLY 10% DOWN/15 YEARS: 20 
Mins. Mas·s Line. Priced for imniediaJe 
liqujdation. Home-sites-$59,900. Located 
. on a quiet cul-de-sac road in NH's finest 
town. Renowned for it's outstanding school 
system & high real estate values. *1st year 
- 8.9%, then roll into a land & mortgage or 
qmtinue at only 3 over bank prime. Non-
binding reservations only. Call Sugarbush, 
6 days, 9-9, Sat. 'til 5. 603-743-3918. 
cc~q~i~l~• 
GAEA T DEAL. 7 ft. Broyhill couch. Great , 
condition , comfy. Going cause it's gold . . 
$55/ or 8 .0. 24 inch 10 speed men's touring 
bike. Good condition $25/or 8 .0. 1st with 
cash .takes them. Al 7 49-1668. 
'82 Chevette. 4-cylinder, 61,000 miles. New 
exhaust system and brakes. AM/FM radio 
cassette. Asking "$1200.00 Call Denise at 
749~8128 (days). 
'84 Ford Escort 8-1 ,900 miles, new battery, 
rear tires. hand brake. AM/F..M cassette. 
$.1500 or 8 .0 Call 868-3111. 
1 slightly used Cadillac . Loaded with all 
options you want Sunroof, power seats, 
_windows . steering & brakes. 472 C.I.D . 
engine. Runs especially good on regu lar, 
4 good tires. Extensive & sopt'iisticated 
muff~er system: Might need a tune up & 
battery. $300. Call Parke at 868-6016. 
'82 Chevette·, very good condition, book 
value over $1200, asking only 4700, can 
b,;_ seen at Smitty's Sunoco, 868-9785. 
CRUISE SHIPS Nnw Hiring Men and 
Women. Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train) . Excellent Pay, Plus World 
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean. Etc. 
. CALL NOWI 206-736-7000 Ext. 465 C. 
Office Workers Needed: Four College Work 
Study positions available at the Social 
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
· $6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for 
Mr.White. 
Work study students needed at Portsmouth 
recreatiqn Department. Call 431-2000 ext. 
265 ask for Barry Foley. · 
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA Immediate Opening 
for Men and Women. $11,000 to $60,000. 
CONGRAT_ULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK 
TO THE NEW PLEDGES OF THETA CHI! 
LOVE TH-E SISTERS OF DELTA THETA 
CHI. 
Graphics-- LOOKING GOOD!! 
CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK 
TO THE NEW PLEDGES OF THETA CHI! 
LOVE THE SISTERS OF DELTA THETA 
CHI. 
Aziam: I'll .never forget Murphy's·, Marriot 
X-mas party, letters to Avenida do al vista, 
Peacok Inn, V-day, the Cape, and camping. 
Thanx for a fantastic.year. Awesheghetam 
tons. tons and mega, mega tone. - Nadia. 
My dearest A-
Thanks for all your help in Physics. You 're 
wonderful Let's go for ice cream sometime. 
-Ka 
I lost my wallet in the MUB last week. It 
had my life in it, including my license and 
s,tudent 1.0. It would be beautiful if the 
weenie who took it could at least send my 
1.0.'s to Stillings . Thanks, Elizabeth Ro-
mair , 
--- ---------
1 left a black and red Gortex pull over in 
Hamilton Smith Rm. 202 on 10/ 4 at 11 :00. 
If you have it, please return it I'm very cold. 
$20.00, no questions asked. Call 868-3662. 
Driving to Arizona. Would like a companion, 
that will. h·elp with driving .& expenses. 
References Required. Call 1 -207 -363-6356 
(Early Morning) 
Montreal College Party Weekends (Nov. 
4-6) (Nov . 11-13). Starting at .only $69. 
Contact' Jim or Chris, Jessie Doe Rm. 312, 
868-3624. Don't Mlss the Party Train. 
For Sale: Kenmore under-counter fridge, 
$100; foam sleeper couch, $50; Jotel 
woodstove. $30; 659-3254. 
Do you know what you want to be when 
Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial you grow up?? Check out CARREA NIGHT, 
Work, Nurses, Engineering, Sales. M d o ' 9 w AMSON H 1980 Toyota Tercel. Good running _con-
dition. No rust. A solid car provfding 
excellent inexpensive transportation. Call . 
Hundreds of Jobs Listed. CALL NOW! 206- . on ay I ct. ' ILLI ALL, 
7
-
~-- -- ··· 736-7000 Ext. 465 A. ---
. Jason, evenings 742-1858. Mature Disabled Male In search of a 
F-350 1,Ton Rack·body dump truck. New , · Pe ~_sonal Care Attendant. OUALIFICA-
rubber runs great. Call 868-9637 or stop TIONS- 1. Help with personal grooming. 
by Kappa Sig and ask for Dave Clough. 2. House cleaning . 3. Food Shopping. 4. · 
Person applying for the job, must be on 
25" 12 speed sport touring bike. Compag- · _ time aftef being ·nrrectrSalary·$6:Cl(:Joan hour . 
nolo Compqnants. Best for tall person. Test I 28 hours per week. For more information, 
ride it at Durham Sike $300. please call Greg. At 868-1986 in th_e 
ATTENTION STUDENTS- NEED FUR-
NITURE?? Want something that will last 
longer than 1 semester?? Featuring hard-
wood: beureaus, desks, beds. tables, and 
chairs, upholstered chairs. accent tables, 
etc. over 1000 item in stock. A great place 
to bring your parents when they visit. 85 
Albany St: Portsmouth near Durham Bank 
on lsiington St. Open Monday - Saturday 
10-5 or by appt. 436-12.86. 
Motorcycle- 1986 1Honda 450 Rebel. Black. 
_evenings. 
INSTRUCTOR for children's exercise 
classes. Part t ime. Experience preferred. 
Call the Great Bay Racquet Center in 
Newmarket. 659-31 i:; 1 
---··· · - ·----··---- - ~-- -
SERVICE. 
.= ... :::f:.:.:~Ht\J: ~ :~:x«::x-.:;v• =--rtr•:·:: .. 
TAE KWON DO- Korean Art of self~ 
defen-se. Classes in Durham at Oyster River 
Elem. School. Mon.-Wed., 6~7 p.m. Contact 
Matt Randall at 7 43-3215. 
Typing Services Available. Repo,:ts, letters, 
resumes. Quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Call 335-1891 . 
Want more space in your dorm? Store your 
personal belongings at Special Student 
Rates. Call 868-2779. 
Professional Word Processing for all your 
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient, 
. reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle, ' 
659-3578. . 
1,600miles. Likenew.Twohelmets.$1,599. · Congratulations to the THETA CHI 
Call Keith at 433-3286. PLEDGES! Good luck tonight to everyone. _ Pinky's Place- Bed & Breakfast in c,harming 
Hope you make it to the end. 100 .year old victorian h ome in Dover. 
Boat for Sale. 1965 Pacemaker Sea Skif.t. --''--'-------- --- -- · Perfect for visiting friends & fam ily . Call 
26', 289 ford VS inboard. Good winter;, · Congratula ti ons to the THETA Crll Pinky 742-8789. 
project. $500. PLEDGES! Gqod luck tonight to everyone. - -'-- ----- --- --~ 
For Sale - 1984 Cutlass Ciera LS, 4-door· · 
sedan, 46,000 miles. V6, A/C, power •.," 
·steering/brakes, AM/FM Stereo-Radio. 
659-3578. 
Hope you ,make it to the end.- TYPING/WORD PROCESSING , profes-
sional quality. Spe,lling 'J3ccuracy guaran-
teed. SAVE yourself tirrie & money by calling . 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037. 
Need Cash? I'll pay yqu cash for your 
records, tape cassettes, CD's!!! Lost Chord 
Records. 491 Central Ave. Dover, N.H. 
03820 phone # 7 49-3859. 
Typing/Word Processing- Term papers, 
reports. theses etc. all work guaranteed, · 
prompt service 7 49-2968. 
ATTENTION - FACULTY, STUDENTS, 
AND CONSUL TANTS!!!-Word Process-
ing/Typing Service - Resumes. Manus-
cripts, Theses. Correspondence, Mailing 
Lists. Professional quality . IBM/Diablo 
equipment. Over r:,ine years experience. 
Call Victor ia Benn, 9:00 to 5:00 p.m., 
Monday - Saturday, 7 49-136~. 
NOW OPEN_: Lost Ch~rd Records. All your 
Rock & Roll needs. 491 Centr;:il Ave. Dover, 
N.H. 
MACS, MACS, and .MORE MACS- If you're 
looking tq sell your Macintosh or you need 
to buy one, look no farther. Desk Top 
Performance buys and sells used Macs, 
hard disks, memory upgrades and peri-
pherals. Desk Top Performance guaran-
tees competitive prices and quality service. 
Call 617-247-2470. ' 
Feeling Cramped- need more room in your 
dorm? We -have Student Rates for Storage 
of your personal belongings. Call 332-4234 
during the day or 868-2779 after 6:00 p.m. 
If you have had a blood transfusion between · 
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for 
AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS 
antibody counseling and for testing call 
the office of Health education and Pro-




Your the be.rt! 
We love you! 
-··• · McJDb STAFF 
Montr~ai" c~ilege party .·Week.end~ - Nov 
'4 -6 and Nov f 3-18, only $69. Call 1-800-
782-0808. Party Time & Travel Inc. 
I • •· ·•• ■• -■ 
. f* .. HOMECOMiNG .. ~i988~·1 
i ............................... A .................................... :····/················· ... :. 
* ~-11111111• \ -tr· 
; - Off ice of Student Activities·: t • 
~ 126 MUB - . · , · -tc 
i OCTOBER 17.22 , m Register by Friday, OctQb.erJ4th :t * C::::... -.,-A44,,_-A Mon,Wed,Fri9am-H am · t -
:: GETREAD.YFORSOMEFUN!!! ...----v~,,...---- Tues: Thurs2pin-4:30prn :t 
* ... 
: REGISTER NOW FOR THE FOLLOWING EVENTS: , DATE . . REGISIRATION FEE t: 
i GiantTwister Game • · 
...._ (sponsored by Sigma Iota Sigma) · (teams of 6)* ..... Tues. 10/ 18 FREE • · 
~ ... * Wacky Olympics · · · (teams of 10)* W d 10.119 FREE , iC Jt- · (sponsored by UNH Cheerleaders and Freshman Camp) •·•·• e · / · , ... 
~ Banner Contest (anyone)* Th 10V20 $5 00 • · * (sponsored by the Panhellenic Council) •·••• urs. · - t · 
· Jt- Bed Races . (teams of 6)* ..... Thurs. 10/20 FREE -tc 
·lt- (.Sponsored by Student Coalition for the Homeless) · i( 
· Jt- funded by PFO i( 
·: T-Shi-rt Contest (anyone) ..... Fri. 10/21 $5.00 it 
:* Float Contest and Parade (anyone) i .. ... Fri.}0/21 · $10.00 t 
' ·* ~ :,t- ... 
·* .. 
: WANT TO PLAY, BUT-DONfTHAVE A TEAM? JUST SHOW UP AND WE'LL FIND ONE·FOR YOU! : * •. / ' . . « 
'.1 ' ******************************""*""***********************************· }. _If. . . . ... . .. . t~:,-:~~~~<~.c;y . . 
If you hav·e used I.V. drugs and shared 
needles sine 1978, you might be at risk 
for AIDS. For free, anonymous .and non-
judgemental AIDS antibo~y counseling 
and o-r testing call ·the office of Health 
Education and Promotion, Health Services 
Center. UNH. 862-3823 
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting 
the use of alcohol have a negative impact 
on self, ,others or"property. F0r some people 
this may be the decision not tQ 'use alcohol 
at all. Recognize another's right to decide 
for oneself 
Drinking and driving is a serious problem. 
More thah 22,500 traffic deaths each year 
involve a <;!rinking driver, or 60 deaths every 
day. More people have been killed in ._. 
alcohol-related accidents in this country 
than have died in our foreign wars 
Everybody has a fav~rite cure for a 
hangover, but they all have one thing in 
common · they don't work. What does work 
is preventative medicine. If you control , 
your consumption, you won't get a han_-
gover. 
"Drink p·rovokes t he desire. but it takes 
away the performance." - Shakespeare. 
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to 
sexual stimulaiton, but redu~es physical 
a.bilities and can lead to irresponsible 
· decision making. Call Health Services 862-
3823 for more info. 
Alcoholism has been called the most 
serious drug problem-: due to t_he t'cost to 
society, physical da-ma,ge to the body's 
organs, and the largEl rtl:.111-lber of fatalities 
and victims reswJh n~ f.-rom accidents or 
withdrawal symfi)ioiitl'S.•'1.'.>all 862-3823, 
H~alth Services for more .info. 
Tbn.e's Liz .(Darrjl)l! . 
No, this is NOJ a joke! 
SUCK UP rHE LOSS! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
DON'T WAIT! 
BOOK NOW FOR 








Taxes not included. 








ALSO: Work-Stu.dy Abroad, langu~ge. 
Courses, Int'/ Student ID, Youth 
Hostel Passes. 
EURA/l Passes issued on the spot! 
Call for the FREE C/EE Student 
Travel Catalog/ 
BOSTON 
71;9 Boylston St. 617-266-1926 
CAMBRIDGE 
1384 Mass Ave. 617-497-1497 
AMHERST 
79 So. Pleasant St:413-256-1261 . 
I , 
-<,' 
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NewHampshire . · .· . .· . 
P~!!! s 
First Choice on Campus since 1979 
T-Shirts 
_ • Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons, • Custom Designs 
Plus_ Hundreds of Specialt)' Advertising Items 
f: IHanes s03)431:&31·g 
Autumn Pond . Park. Route IO I. Greenland. NH 03840 
~--------------~----------,, I DYES, I'm interested, please send me the complete preparation cocirse checked below. I · 
I GAE . □ $149.00 ·LSAT · D $159.00 DAT D $280.00 I 
I 
(\leftial Quantitative. Analytical) (Logic and Writing 5~ ) (Chemistry, Biology, Math Skill~ 
• ·11 l'lus.of lecture lapes . • 9 lnltS of lecture tapes Perceptual Motor Abilily Tesl plus I I • 351 pages of written matenal • 180 pages of written material Reading Comprehension and Interview 
. GMAT □ $179.00 MCAT D $350.00 Preparatoon) · I 
I (\lefbal Ouantilalive) · (Alysics, Chemislry, Biology, Reading : ~g2= '::n1t=tt'fial I 
I ·: 1; =':;;\~~3:1en.a1 :r'n:~:=::v9Ana1ySiS □ Please send me I 
I . - : ~1=1~~~l=terial . more information. I · 
If you wa· t 
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821 United Nations 











stymied by Mass 
By Rob Heenan _ _ 
Tuesday saw the women's 
soccer team drop a 1-0 decision 
to a strong Massachusetts team.· 
The first half was :scoreless 
as the UNH .defense -held 
strong. The tie was broken after 
. . a corner kick by UMass. April 
Kater headed the ball past UNH 
goalie Janene Tilden nine min-
utes into the secorid half to 
provide the winning margin. 
Sophomore forward Diane 
Mcloughlin felt the 'Cats were 
a little intimidated by the Mas·-
sachusetts squad. ·"We went out 
there almost thinking they were 
better than us," s/he said. 
The 'Cats were indeed dom-
inated with UMa:ss getting ott 
25 shots while UNH had only 
3. Tilden £ame up with ten 
saves. The game also saw New 
Hampshire ·have no corners 
while UMass had seven. · 
Offensively the 'Cats could 
not seem to get things going . 
"We had a couple of opportun-
. tries but ·we couldn't put it 
together as forwards," Mclough-
lin stated. . 
"The whole game was defen-
sive," she said. "'They .( the,. 
defense)- had a tough job bur · 
they did it really well." ' 
Saturday the team will be at -
Oktoberfest at Ve
1
rmont for a · 
game at 1:00. 
Bring To Life 
Fresh Beauty. 
Beautiful H11ir. Hands. 
Faat. And Bady. ' 
All made possible at 0. 
Call tad11y far an 
appointment. 439-4414 
6DStateRd .. Kittery. ME 
Check us··out! 
_/ Saturday Break/ ast Serveq 
9 am - 12 noon , 
I SendtoG.A.P.S.;SOOThlrdAve. W., Box34057,' Seattle, WA98124·1057 . •. 
, I _ Call Toll-Free 1·800-426-5537 ext. 1241 (Alaska, Hawaii and I 
Washington State Residents call (206) 281-1241) 
Your contribution-
will , ~ 
Sunday BRUNCH 
9 am - 1 pm 
Name ________ -cplea_ se_ pri,-,-nt ______ ....::____ : 
' Address----------,------------
City/State __ ~=-----"-OP_,o._bo_' x_es_ple_a_se __ .::__ ' Zip _ ___ - : 
Yout8Kallldate_ ~ ______ $chool______ __ I 
. )tuphonem.\--- -1----------------'---- I 
VISA# _________ MC# ____ - ___ _,__ I 
Expiration date __ Signature____________ __ I 
Course Cost· + Postage/Handling•• Total Enclosed I 
·~on Residents add ;_9% sa1es tax I 
··PostaQeJHandling:S7r~(2weekS)or$14 Rush Air Delivery-NoMCATsor - CODE I · 
S21 lull Air MCATs (4 to 5 days) I 
~~------------------------~ 
help in the struggle to 





Glory Daze .·. , 
·43 Main St. 
·__ _ 868~6434 
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Brennan gets a 
kick.from .soccer 
Scott Brennan threads the de~~~se as ~e continues to shine for the Wildcat ~occer team. (Mark 
Schenkel photo) 
By David Maruszak 
If you think playing soccer · 
for the University of New 
Hampshire takes up a lot of 
time, then try majoring in, civil 
engineering, too, Scott Brennan, 
a juhior, has managed very well 
at both. 
Brennan, New Hampshire's 
offensive midfielder, is the 
leading goal scorer in 1988. In 
the first eight games, he has 
scored four and has two- assists. 
Also Brennan has lead the team 
in t~tal points in his fi~st two 
years. Before the 1988 season 
started, he had 14 goals ·and 12 
assists. 
The Keene product· has been 
involved in sports since elemen-
tary school. Brennan's father 
is a Physical Education teacher 
and a soccer coa~h. , 
"He was always very athletic 
and he got me into a lot of sports 
when I was very young," says 
the elder Brennan. · 
---•FOOTBALL (continued from page 24) 
Scott started plaY.ing so€cer 
in the youth programs at Keene. ..  H ocke·y He still enjoys playing soccer 
and has always had the thought 
· Brian Jordan leads the def- footbafl. The 'Cats will . be of continuing af.ter colle~e. "I 
ensive backs and is reported to fortunate to come away with a would like_ to play semi-pro 
be a devastating hitter. Coach . victory, but the pressure is on s h o· r· ts down in Massachusetts," he~id. 
Bowes described the Spider's both teams. The Spiders must In high school, Brennan start-
D-backs as being like a group w'in if they are to salvage ed playing varsity soccer when 
of extra linebackers, so the 'Cat anything out of this sea.son, The weather is getting bit- · he was only a sophomore. Most 
receivers co~ld be in for a rough while UNH · can not afford terly cold in Durham and to athletes do .not play varsbity 
_ time. another Yankee Conference most it signifies the start of Ice sports until they are juniors, _ut 
loss. ___ Hockey.Well wait no longer Brennan '.,s ability allowed him 
Not much has gone right for d O b 5 to move up ·sooner. His
 sopho-
Richmond's offense. This is very · Richmond is due for a big becau~e on S~_g1.r:-ay cto er __ l ___ -· mo.re. yej1r_w~_thigh)ighted by. 
odd because of all the taient that - game soUNJf caI~-riut make any· at 7:00 pm at Sntvely Arena the the team -winning the state 
is available · to the Spiders . mistakes that will COS t them UNH men's ice hockey team championship, and :more per-
Tailback Erwin Matthews is one points. A fumble or an erra_nt . will be having it's Blue White sonal Brennen received an 
of the best in the -conference, pass could decide the the- enttre intra-squad scrimmag~. Prfor -- award of being named Second 
and back up Mat Hopkin_s is a issue. , Team All-State. 
fine runner in his own right. " to t~e g_ame from 5:30-6:30 fans - The winning continued in his 
· Look for a very physical game are mv1ted to_ meet the players junior year when the team 
that could come down to the last and coaches, view ~he new locker - finished the season undefeated. 
Richmond has been running- . play. UNH will try to correct room and skate with the team. Brennan was the leading goal 
fairly well but the pass~ng ga-~e poor special teams play that cost soccer and made First Team All- · 
is another story. Despite a fme them last week's game. The , On Friday Oct. 21 the UNH New England. 
offensive line, and plenty of 'Cats will also be trying to hockey Alumni game will be. His last season in high school 
time to throw, the Spiders are reestablish a consistent running played at 7 :00 pm. also ~n was ·very memoq.ble. The team 
having difficulty getting any attack in light o.f the 15 yards Snivelv Arena. The game will only lost one gam~ and won_the 
kine! of passing game estab- they picked up againS t Dela- - state championship. In the fmal 
1 
lished. · · ware. feature' coaches Charlie Holt and gam~
1 
Brennar:1: scored the win-
All wars are won in the · Bob Norton and many more ning -goal dnrtng a shoot out. 
d · f h b t. former UNH greats. A recep· - His final h_onor in high school Richmon is .one o _t · e . es trenches and this Saturday's 
· · · 1 · A·A tion will follow the game at the soccer came when he was named 1-3 teams in D1v1s 10n - oameshouldbenoexception. · 
F-, Alumni Center. All American. · 
Rec Sports · 
Standings 
Co-Rec Touch Footba11 ·· Women's-So_ccer 
1. The Ghetto 
2. 169ers · · . 
3. Theta Chi/Delta Theta Chi . 
4. Chmtensen 905A 
5. Hetzel Hawks 
i. Off-Campus (La.Roche) 
2. Gibbs 2nd 
3. Devine A 
4. Randall Rats 
Men's Minor Fbotball Men's Minor Soccer 
1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
2. II Lord Legends 
3. Sinister Six 
4. McGerns 
5. A cacia Bears 
1. Hubbard 
Smith United 
3. Willamson 2A 
4. Sigma Nu Sharks · · 
5. Christensen Crackpots 
Men's.Major Footban Men's .Major Soccer 
1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon Lions 
2. Sigma Nu Death -
1. Acacia Gold · 
Screaming Chickens 
Soccer was not the only sport 
he p layed. D uri ng the winte r 
he wrestled. He won the state 
ch ampionship match three 
times and was the New England 
champion h is senior year. ' Also, 
Brennan was a member of the 
track team. He pole vaulted 13' 
6" in the state meet, good 
enough for third. .._ 
Brennan continued playing 
soccer in college with the help 
of his· supportive parents. "They 
have kept me in sports because 
they attend everytir;ne they can," 
says Brennan. "They are always 
there." 
. '\ 
· Brennan had a number of 
colleges recruit him because of 
his 'outstanding high school 
_ performance. He was offered 
scholarships from a couple of 
schools.. . . 
"I came to UNH basically for. 
thein-state rate ar:id the Engi-
neering program," says Bren-
nan. 
UNH does not offer any 
scholarships but that did not 
affect his decision to attend. 
After he made his decision, 
Brennan received a scholar~hip 
from his high school. 
"The Wright Scholarship 
pays for all my school expenses," 
Brennan stated. The scholarship 
could be used at any college, and 
since UNH does not offer any 
money it was vety beneficial. 
At UNH, Brennan has battled 
to arrange his schedule around 
practice. ~·1 have mana-g@d pretty, 
g6od this yea( with the labs I 
have," says Brennan. "Some-
times I have a lab and have to 
miss practice, but I do not like 
to." · 
When he is at practice he tries 
to keep a positive attitude. 
"There is a good comradery 
between the guys," says Bren-
nan. "We are always kidding and 
joking around on the field.'' 
The key to his success 1?1ay 
be the extra effort he puts mto 
. the\ sport. "I always try _to give 
~as much all can to help the team 
·out, but everyone must y.rork 
- together as a 1:e'am," says Brennan. 
I 
t Pi Kappa Alpha Generals 
4. Delta Chi 
3. La.mda Chi 
4. Sigma Nu Wannabees 
5. Dover Blaze · 
The UNH men's lacrosse team has their sights set on next spring after fin ishin~ their fall 
season this past Sunday. (Tiin Fart photo) -5. Theta Chi 
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Sports 
Joe Almasian and the New Hampshire soccer team stayed in front of Babson to take a 2-1 
victory on Tuesday. (Mark Schenker pbo~o} · . · 
Soccer _squad 
Sinks Babson 
By Rich D'Avolio . make it 2-0 at 68:00 of the 
In very wet and muddy con- second half as he made a great 
·ditions this past Tuesday at play scoring from 35 feet out. 
Durham the UNH men's soccer with the assist going t.O Scott 
team managed to battle the Brennan, according to coach 
elements and beat a very strong Garber. 
Babson team by the score of 2.- Although the 'Ca.ts won this 
1. game they lost a very valuable 
"We actually played pretty player in the process. Freshmen 
well," coach Garber sa.id. "The midfielder Christian Piersall 
defense did a commendable job." will be 'out for the season. A 
Coach Garber said the one Babson player collided with him 
goal Babson got was the result · and crushed his nose as they 
. of a UNH defensemen slipping both were going up for a free 
on the . mud and allowing a ball, coach Garber said. Piersall 
-Babson player to walk in all underwent surgery yesterday 
alone on UNH freshmen goalie morning according to Garber. 
Dan Fiore. "It doesn't make it any easier 
"Dan played really well .. .. he when we lose a good athlete,'' 
.., made two point blank saves," Garber said. Piersall win be a 
Garber stated. big loss at midfield, Garber 
UNH opened up the scoring cl?,imed, because he was a very 
at the 31: 16 mark of the first aggressi-ve pfayer who was win-
half as UNH's AlJacobsen took ning a lot of head balls. 
agreatpassfromFrankTruscott Babson, which is now 5-2 
and scored his first goal of the thanks to the 'Cats, is a yery 
season. strong team. Garber said, "This 
Shawn Day of UNH would was a real big win for us." 
._, .. , · UNH plays the number 9th 
ranked-Division 1 team in the 
Field Hockey out~muscled by BU 
country this Saturday at Ver-
mont. Vermont features ,one of 
· the best ,goalies in the (ountry. 
"Their goalie is one of the top 
three in the country;" Garber 
By J. Russell Pabst 
The UNH women's field 
hockey team once again failed 
to get back on the winning track 
Wednesday, losing 2-0 to a 
physical Boston University 
squad. 
The loss extended the Wild-
cat's winless streak to fiv¢ games · 
(0-4-1), and is the fourth time 
this season that they have· been 
shut out. This equals the number 
of times they were shut out last 
season. 
score, but we jusr couldn't put 
the ball in the cage." · 
The Wildcats came out hus-
tling in the first 10 minutes of 
the first half, controlling the 
play in the: BU end with the 
same intensity that they dis-
played in the Old Dominion 
game. 
Boston University netted a 
goal in both the first and second 
half on UNH defensive 
misques. · 
"After the first 15 minutes 
of the first half we lost some-
"O'?,r p:issin~ game was thing," explained Geromini. 
good, said . a~s.~stant coach "We kept getting caught' short 
~ren Geromm1. We h~d_more , on the defensive end with five 
than, enou!lh opportunities to - on three's or three on one's and 
they ·capitalized on those a9,van-
tages." 
In the second half, the Wild-
cats drifted· back to the type of 
unaggressive play that has' cost 
them several games so far this 
season. 
. "In the second half we weren't 
the offensive threat, BU was," 
Geromi11j_pointed out. "We kind 
of panicked and got away from 
our combination play type of 
game plan." 
With the Wildcats having 
scored only one goal in their past 
five games and a total of five 
Wildcats look to 
storm Richmond 
By George Holton Elder 
The only good thing about the 
Delaware game is that it is now 
hiswry. UNH put on a fluke 
filled display of shear ineptitude 
-, before the home crowd and lost · 
to an inferior team. , 
The comedy of errors we saw 
last Saturday was not expected, 
but let's face it, disasters do 
happen. Coach Bowes expressed 
his disappointment at the 'Cats 
giving this one away when asked 
about the game. 
The 'Cats take on the Rich-
~ond Spiders this week deep 
' rn the heart of Dixie. Since 
joining the Yankee Conerence 
Richmond has definately pros~ 
pered in their clashes with the 
"Nor.therners.'' Last year they 
shared the conference crown 
with Maine after having won 
it outright in 1986, This year 
record suggests. The Wildcats 
should not take them lightly. 
The Spiders have 17 starters ' 
returning from last year's squad, · 
but their offense has . been 
inexplicably inept. Richmond 
has consistently play~d like 
UNH did last week, making 
several key errors that cost them 
big games. During last week's 
clash with Maine the Spiders 
offense could only score 3 
points. Th<: defense was on the 
field for much of the game but 
still managed to hold · the Bears 
to a meager 17 points. 
Coach Bowes feels Richmond 
has the best defense the 'Cats 
have faced this year. Tim Coles 
leads a defensive line that is as 
good as any in the conference. 
He is backed up by a linebacking · 
corps that includes All Confer-
ence favorite Pat Brown. 
in the seven gaµies they've 
played, their main problem is 
putting numbers on the score-
board. 
"It's tough," Geromini said. 
"We need someone to put the✓ 
ball in the net. We have those 
people though, whether they're 
not concentrating or losing their 
poise in th<; circle I'm not su_r~~~ 
· Either way· the Wildcats will 
have to score several goals on 
. Saturday when they entertain 
the Huskies from the University 
of Connecticut at 1:00 p.m. 
said. · 
Following Vermont, UNH 
will play a very solid Darth -
fnouth team .and then play an 
always formidable Hartford 
squad. "This. will say som~thing. 
for us if we can beat~them (next 




sees the Spiders looking at a 1- FOOTB. ALL p.l3 
3 record, however they are a 
The Wildcats hope to climb back up from last Saturday as they.prepare of a contest 
_ much better squ~~ t.p~,;,i thc\t .. , ..• 
a1ainst Richwood CEHzabetb Mou•roo pboro) 
